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' Eastertty.flve new member were added t the Eastern teaching
mfttw/ frJ* year *" a r*su11 °* u,e expansion program In progress by
7nJ| meet}***- Tne health, English, and ROrC Departments enjoyed the
is_being ptt increases.
in the Stii^yj ^^j P E have these additional teachers: Jack L.
aTitaJ1^' Donald Combs, Norman A. Deeb, Shirley Kearns (Lab.
have a jM), Dorothy Kirkpatrlck, Bernard Kuhu, Mildred Maupln, James
a KYM>man (Alumni Dr. P. E. Dept.), rwo new members of the Music _^___________
/department includes Chtoe Adams
(Tr. School) and Nancy Davis, sole, Mrs. Thomas E. Myers, Sgt
English students will find Flora E6 Robert R. Herndpn, Sgt. E6
Alexander
(Bng., 8. S., Lab. Sim S. Steveraon.
School), Shirley Baechtold, Phillips
Grade Teachers
Brooks, Lucy Bast (H. &.), C3iar.es
Grade teachers are as follows:
Henley, Joe Johnson, Janet Old- LaVerne Holcomb (2), Katherine
ham, Geneva Owens, Wilson Seay, Marcum (2), Margie Rice (3),
and Charles F. Van Cleve added to Joseph Smith (5), Mrs. Flesher
their choice of teachers.
(6).
Foreign language additions are
New faculty members in the
Joseph Smith
Smith (German) Political Science Department are
and Daniel E. Neville (Fr. and Se Jin Kim and Charles W. Van
Span.).
Cleve. The Social Science DcpartROTC Increases ment added Henry Pryse and
Due to the compulsory two-year Kenneth Tunnell.
ROTC program affecting sophoThe following departments achomores for the first time this cepted these teachers: History,
year, the Military Science De- Bernard Aspinwall; Math. Dickson
nent has expanded to meet Brackett; Industrial Arts. Charles
at demands. New and old Gibson (Tr. School); Chemistry,
nbers include Colonel Joe M. Rosa Gross; Geology and Geograndere, Infantry; Major Virgil phy, Donald C. Haney; Physics,
Ray Hudnall. Artillery; Captain Waktemar Noll; Art, Daniel R.
Carl L. Espy, Armor; Captain Deane.
Robert I. Ferris. Infantry; Captain
Three To Biology
David C. Holliday, Armor; CapAn enlargement in the Biology
tain Donald H. Jordan, Artillery; Department Includes Marilyn Cole,
Captain Glen B. O'Quin, Infan- Charles Ferguson, Ray Jordan,
try; Captain Edward L. Queeney,
The following were admitted to
Artillery; Captain John A. Simp- the Commerce Department: Ellis
•on. Armor;
1st Lt. John B. Broughton, Ruth McCann (H. 8.).
Bharp, Infantry; Master Sgt B» Victor Messmer, Louise MontRichard J. Olguin, SEC E7 Vlrl F. gomery, Donald Shadoan.
Auterson, SFC E6 Rafael Amau,
The Education Department has
SIC E6 Carol R. Keeney SFC Efl also been increased by the addiRobert T. Slckejs, jjgt ij5 , Willis Jpn of Charles
Graham and
P. Brickey, Mrs. Virginia Ever- Joseph Howard.
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2,850 Registered
With More To Come

I | Registration Is
j New, Speedy;
I IBM To Come

Eastern began its 56th year this week with an all-time record
enrollment assured, a time-saving registration system, new physical
facilities, a broader curriculum, larger faculty, and the absence of
Student registration opened at
Eastern last Saturday In the Weavfreshmen automobiles.
At press time the enrollment had climbed above the 2,850 mark.
er Gym with a new, improved prowith juniors, seniors and graduate students, in addition to several more
cedure almost 100 people per hour
part time students, slill to register. More than 4.800 are expected, but
faster than with the old method.
the figure may come nearer to 5,000 if this year's trend follows the
Dr. Charles Ambrose, Registrar,
percentage of increase that was experienced last year.
revealed that the regstratlon
Registration began last Saturday
speedup Is in anticiwhen
626 part-time in-service edupation of a new IBM system to be
cation
students, and early regis- that will be Inaugurated next year
nstalled here. The IBM system Is
trants, enrolled for classes. Fresh- according to Dr. Ambrose.
to be delivered in January and put
men began their registration WedJunior and senior students arInto operation by June or Septemnesday, after two days of orien- riving on campus yesterday found
ber, 1963. It is expected to take untation
sessions,
classification
Martin Hall completed with actil then to set up the system.
tests, and social events, and sopho- comdatlons for 404 men. This mamDEAN BRADLEY
Fast Freshmen
mores registered yesterday. Sen- moth hall, named in honor of Eastiors are scheduled to register this ern's present president by the ColDr. Ambrose reported that a new
morning and juniors in the after- lege Board of Regents, contains an
system was also used for handling
noon, with graduate students tick- air-conditioned cafeteria, a spafreshmen in the auditorium. Fresheted to enroll for classes tomorrow. clous recreation area that is also
men were moved out of the audiAfter two days under the new air-conditioned, and an outdoor
torium
about
one
hour
faster
than
TO THE VICTOR . .. Winners of the annual Freshman Talent Show
registration system, new Dean of patio that, according to President
formerly. This was achieved by dilast Tuesday night are from left. Mike Williams, Palntsville, second
Admissions,
Dr. Charles Ambrose, Martin, will be used for many
viding them into four alphabetisaid that students are beginning social activities in the coming
place; Truaie McClanahan, Irvine, first place; and Judy Abner,
cal groups and handling each
to register for classes at the rate year.
group separately. The procedure
Richmond, third place. George Wilcox served as I"»«ter Of cereBurnam Hall was given a MO.MB
of 100 more an hour as compared
also speeded up processing of the
monies for the evening.
to the old system. The biggest -plus "face lifting" during the
new registration "packets" by
time-saving phase of the new pro- summer and also additional rooms
three to four hours.
gram la the administrative end — were constructed to house M more
Dr. Ambrose noted that the few
filling out the many forms requir- coeds. The recreation area was rebottlenecks which developed in
ed — and ln the alphabetical ar- modeled as well as the building
Saturday's registration for In-Serbeing completely water-proofed,
Miss Evelyn Alene Bradley was rangement of faculty In the gym.
vice and part-time students were
new plumbing installed, new tile
IBM New Year
appointed
the
new
dean
of
women
expected to be corrected in the regThis is the first time registra- on the floors, and a unique burglar
ular registration beginning Wed- ln August, succeeding retiring dean
tion has not been held in the Ad- alarm system. Burnam is the sec*
nesday. He stated that the depart- Mrs. Emma Y. Case.
oad oldest Eastern dormitory.
served ministration Building and in the
ment sigwr, placed aJpbabeMuegy - -Dean -Bradley has.
Two —rees Neey <H..eU«»
around the gym, should be larger throughout the United States and m future it is expected 16 go to the
Two mere new dormitories are
Eastern freshman will not be driving cars this year because of and efficiency generally improved foreign countries as a member of new Alumni Coliseum. The present
system is a transition from the
under construction end
a new uniform code adopted by the Kentucky Council on Public by next semester. He noted that all the American Red Cross and Wo- old to a revolutionary IBM system presently
scheduled for completion' this year.
persons adjusted well to the new men's Army Corps.
Higher Education this summer. All students registering as freshmen system. He commented, "All told,
- The gl.7M.000 McGregor Hall will
Her tours with the Red Cross
be a six-story dormitory to house
took her to five countries: Puerto
at all of Kentucky's state colleges, regardless of the number of years we're quite pleased with lt."
460 women and Is named in the
Rico,
Guam,
Hawaii,
Korea
and
they have attended college, are forbidden to possess or operate motor
honor of Judge Thomas B. McFrance. She was a member of the
vehicles-within certain prescribed limits.
Gregor, long-time member of the
Red Cross from 1945 to 1952, servCollege Board of Regents.
Beginning this fall, this policy
ing as a recreation worker and a
Eastern has made available a 8.44 acre tract of land on the northEarle Combs Hall will house 235
director of Veterans' Hospitals
east corner of the campus for the construction of the new $1 million applies to only freshmen, but,
men and is named ln the honor of
present
a
valid
operator's
license
From
1952
to
1955,
as
a
member
starting
with
the
fall
semester
Pattie A. Clay Infirmary. (See picture on page 7).
the ex-Yankee slugger Earle B.
of the WAC's, she worked as a
next year, both freshmen and and proof of proper liability and
Combs, who is presently Vicespecial services officer and also in
The transaction was made -by the P. A. C. Hospital Board, meet- sophomores who do not have an property damage Insurance. Applichairman of the Board of Regents.
the recruiting service. She was
for students under 81 years
ing on July 81, and by the Eastern Board of Regents at a meeting overall academic standing of "B" cations
Its cost is $1,027,686.
of age must be, accompanied by
stationed at Camp Roberts, Califor higher are affected.
early in August. No cash figures were made available as the propwritten
consent
of
his
parent
or
ornia
and
San
Francisco.
Other buildings planned for conPresident Martin told about 350
All students on academic or diserty will be paid for by services rendered by Hie hospital to the ciplinary probation, regardless of S^S^uS^^ °' °Wne"Mp
New York to Eastern
members of the Eastern faculty struction include the first of the
A
native
of
Salem,
Ky.,
Miss
two
12-story men's "Towers", a
classification, are also forbidden °
college.
The state Tuesday allotted $56,- Bradley came to Eastern from the and staff last Friday that the fu- second 11 story women's residence
Parking permits are being Issued
to possess or operate motor veIn making the announcement,
hicles at the college. This ruling this fall to faculty, staff, and eli- 180 from construction funds to state university of New York at ture of Eastern depends upon the hall, a $1 million addition to the
President Martin said, "I am
:„ ■ •
gible students. No vehicle will be Eastern to cover four building Potsdam, where she was an assist- energy and support that is given John Grant Crabbe Library, and
is in affect now.
delighted that this site on our
Location Has Advantages
projects, Finance C o m m issioner ant dean of students from 1959 to now. Continuing he urged them to a new classroom building to house
k
Exceptions to these regulations CffiJ£ ***le ln (:?mbear
PUB P"
campus was chosen because it
The Hospital Board, after studyRobert Matthews reported.
the graduate school, the commerce
th
1961.
will
be
granted
only
with
special
BL
^"'"f"
""
™
"
?
,
?
Will give our community a first ing several sites, chose this locaark
Miss Bradley, a graduate of Uni- help Eastern fulfill its primary and English departments.
Eastern's allotment was the
permission
of
the
"appropriateinP
">8\
Permit.
The
permit
will
rate hospital within close proxbnl- tion because of many advantages,
Sixty-two new teachers and staff
designate the zone In which this largest given to any state college, versity High In Lexington, Ky., re- function in training the youth of
ly of our students, to be readily some of which include: city fire stltutional authority" in order to vehicle may legally park.
members have been added to the
or the University of Kentucky. A ceived an A.B. degree from Linden- Kentucky.
available in case of emergency." protection, citv sewer and water, avoid hardship such as physical
The meeting was the annual con- faculty and administrative staff
"It is the shifting of a large num- total of $115,457 was distributed wood College, St. Charles, Miss■ Martin said a school of electricity and gas, and the site handicap, necessary commuting to ber of automobiles that really among the state schools.
ouri, and an M.A. degree from vocation of all employees of the this year bringing the total memnursing, approved last fall by the *» within walking distance to the classes, or other proven need.
to over 200.
Washington
University
of
St.
Louis.
cause the problems," President
Eastern was given $34,520 for
college held Just prior to registra- bership
Organbmtleas Begin Activities
Board of Regents, will be begun majority of Richmond citizens. It
The Council's Objective
Martin said. He said that parking completion of final plane by the For additional graduate work Miss tion each year. The first faculty
Many campus organisations Beat the college and will be co- is easily accessible from both SecThe objective, as stated by the areas are centrally located, and architects, Brock and Johnson, Bradley attended the University meeting of the year was held the
ordinated with the hosmtal so that ond and Summit Streets,
Council, is to strengthen the aca- are convenient to the owners of Lexington, for a 12-story men's of Chicago and University of Ken- same afternoon in the Little The- gan their year's activities this
The Progress editors and
nurses' training can be carried on
There has been a vigorour ten- demic standards "through enhanc- the vehicles.
dormitory to house 360 students. tucky.
with all members of the fac- week. reported
last Saturday for a
When asked about future plans, ater
almultaneously. In addition to month campaign to raise 1500,000 ing the academic performance of
ulty and directors and assistant di- staff
Other colleges affected by the This is the first of two proposed Dean
day-long
workshop and Monday the
Bradley
stated
that
at
the
the
students
through
the
critical
providing a modern training school for the new hospital to replace the
ruling are Western, Morehead, 12-story "Towers" to be erected present time she wanted to fa- rectors of administrative divisions. Milestone staff began work en this
for the new hospital, tho nurses overcrowded Pattie A. Clay In- freshman and sophomore years." Murray, and Kentucky State. The here.
Here he cited the expanded fa- year's publication.
mllarlze herself with the admin- cilities
echool will benefit all hospitals firmary, establishcr in 1892. These
Students, other than freshmen or University of Kentucky has had
available to the faculty and
Also approved was an allotment
Others include the Big Suiters
in the Central Kentucky area, he funds will be matched with federal those on probation, registering a this ruling in force in previous of $19,200 for preliminary plans istration, student body, and the students this year and said that
duties connected with her office. the program was a "coordinated organization that have been lend•aid.
(Continued On Page 8, Col. •)
motor vehicle at Eastern, must years.
for a proposed women's dormitory.
ing
a helping hand to the freshman
building together" ln many areas. coeds.
To include 11 stories and house
KIE and CWENS. sophoAmong those attending were 62 more men's
410 students at completion, this
and women's honornew members to the faculty and aries, sponsored
structure will be designed by Hartthe annual frosh
administrative staff. •
stern, Louis and Henry, Louisville
dance Monday night and the YMCA
architect firm.
and YWCA sponsored the talent
Other allotments of $1,260 went
show Tuesday evening.
PROGRESS MEETS MONDAY
to Eastern for final plans for steam
Freshmen will not be allowed to
The lost and found desk did a
All
new
Progress
staff
members
lines and $1,200 for lighting and Uvely business during registraown or operate cars on the camand any Interested ones are inparking facilities at Alumni Coli- tion ln the Weaver Gym. It is
pus
this rear as a result of a new
vited to the general staff meetseum, now under construction.
ruling b/ the Kentucky Council on
reliably reported that among the
ing in Room 5 of the AdministraPublic Higher Education this sumOther schools receiving allot- items which turned up was a
tion Bulldug on Monday, Sepmer. (A story on this appears elseA failure of one or more guy properly stay the huge arch, which laminated ceiling in the world.
the architectural firm of Hartstern, ments were Western, Morehead, dental plate containing six upper
tember 17 at 1:30.
where in the Progress.)
cables was responsible for the col- spanned a 306-foot distance,
Meeting Thursday at the col- Louis and Henry, Louisville, and and the University of Kentucky.
front teeth.
lapse of the 72-ton wooden arch "caused a lateral misalignment lege were officials' of the Plckens- others.
at the construction site of Alumni which resulted ln the collapse of Bond Construction Co., lUttle Rock,
The collapse of the mammoth
Coliseum this summer, a team of the arch." The arch was the Ark., general contractors of the arch at approximately 1 p.m. Auginvestigators concluded after sur- largest of Its kind ever to be job; Unit Structures, Inc., Peshti- ust 14 resulted In the serious injury
veying all the facts.
erected and the roof of the coll- go, Wise., fabricators of the of two workmen and delay ln the
The failure of the cables to scum, likewise, will be the largest wooden beams; Fred Hartstern, of construction of the athletic-physical education plant.
Reported still in critical con"Pride and enthusiasm In the
dition this afternoon at Pattie A.
Clay Infirmary is Jim Hlsle, 47,
school" and "stimulating scholarRichmond, Route 1. Bill Burdette,
ship:" these are the two functions
35, Berea, who suffered a fracof a school newspaper, according
tured back, is reported in "fair"
to former Governor Keen Johnson,
condition. Hlsle received a crushed
chest, lacerated lung, complicated
speaking st a Pi ogress workshop
thigh fracture, and internal inlast Saturday aiternoon.
juries.
Governor Johnson was one of
No attempt was made to repair
several speakers at the Pi egress
any of the laminated structures.
workshop. President Robert R.
Any piece that could possibly have
Martin. Don Feltner, Director ef
received any damage whatsoever
Publicity and sponsor of the Prowill be replaced with lew ones.
gress. Mrs. Dorothy Janz. journalism professor here, and the ediA Third Beam Damaged
tors gave talks at the day-long
It was estimated that it will take
session.
about a month to refabricate the
Thirteen students attended the
beams and ship them from a Magworkshop to learn the basics of
nolia, Wise, plant Two of the
the newspaper profession. Presifour main beams were destroyed
dent Martin greeted the group, Mr.
and a third beam, lying on the
Feltner
outlined the organisation
ground at the time of the accident,
al set-up. and Mrs. Jans discussed
may be damaged
SHOP TALK . . . Former Governor Keen Johnson, co-publisher of the Rihcmond Dally Register, pauses
feature writing. Ronnie Wolfe, ediVan Dyke said that no attempt
tor, Ben Cartlnhour, managing ediwill be made to repair any of the * to chat with the editors Of the sward winning Eastern Progress after delivering the keynote address to
tor. Mary Ann Nelson, news editor,
the Progress staff at their first meeting of the 1962-63 schooIXyear Saturday. The publication of the
laminated structures. Any piece
gave the bow-to'a Of student Jourthat could possibly have received
FALLEN ARCHES . . . The diet/tUusi dealt by the oosepa* of the two huge laminated arches at the
Progress this year marks its 40th anniversary of being a major weekly newspaper. From left they
nalism.
1
any damage whatsoever will be
Alumni Coliseum construction site thie summer is shown close-up in the above photograph. Note the
are: Ben Cartlnhour. a political science major from Lawrenceburg, managing editor; Miss Mary Ann
Tie day was otrmaxod with a
replaced with new ones, he said.
cab of the crane. In which a workman was seated during the fall, was in the direct path of the falling
dlnfir at President Martins home,
Nelson. English major from Gray, news editor; Johnson, and edMor-ln-chlef Ronnie Wolfe, an English
Estimated cost of each span is
arch. The mangled boom of tie 26-ton rig was estimated to be a loss of about $26 thousand. Behind the
Blaflqo House.
major from Falmouth.
(Coatlnued On Page $, OeL «)
crane a quarter section of bleachers was demolished.
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Frosh Are To Hoof It
Begining This Yen*

President Martin
Addresses Faculty
And Staff Friday

Eastern Allotted
$56,180 In Funds
For Construction

Lost - 4 Incisors
And2K- 9's

Cable Failure Blamed For Collapse
Of Giant Alumni Coliseum Arches
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Eastern Begins 56th Year;
Record Enrollment Expected

Site Made Available For
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The Purpose Of The Progress. . .
Every individual or organization has a
purpose which it sets about to accomplish in its own way. The Progress is
no different for it is our purpose to report fairly, fully, and accurately all
phases of news at Eastern. This is our
primary objective, and after it follow
other purposes and goals which occupy
our efforts.
It is our desire to reflect life and
thought of the entire college community
through our editorial expression, an expression which
must be investigated
thoroughly, in good taste, and without
politcal partisanship. Any opinion wich
meets these tests deserves expression in
editiorial form.
In achieving our aims, we have a responsibility to present the news in a
style which is not only consistent, but
which features well-written copy with a
mimimum of mistakes. It our desire to
have a sta'f so well disciplined and so
versatile that all such handicaps will be
removed.
Many times, our purpose may be difficult to handle as it Is when we must
report news which conveys a distorted
impression of our campus and its life

here. Sometimes, too, the reporting of
news can be more pleasant such as the
publishing of the Dean's List and honoring those students
who have
made
worthwhile contributions to campus Fife.
However high our aim may be, all is
vain unless the student body supports
its newspaper. Like so many others institutions, we can only be as the student
body makes us.

.
,
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In the coming year, Tne
rrogress
resolves to do everything In its power
*« ki.lM « nrnator P««tprn throuah the
to build a greater tastern rnrougn tne
influence of its student body. We teel
that there are two ways which this can

be done.
First, by creating enthusiasm and
pride among the students for Eastern and
everything it represents, we can enrice
the better students to come and share
our zeal. Then, after we have attracted
these students, we can do everything in
our power to stimulate scholarship in
every way.
By doing these, we can achieve all
our purposes and goals, and enyjoy later
the fruits of an alma mater which como v»y
mands respect.
"•• "•

Courteous Freshmen Come To College

!

i

As one embarks on a college career,
there are certain courtesies and certain
occurrence which
must
be.• tolerated.
.
j.|
Ti
These courtesies and tolerations usually
come with the maturation fo the individual student.
' Many times, one can overlook the
"green" things that some freshmen seem
destined to do each year, but some-fimes,
rudeness cannot be overlooked so easily,
Rudeness to superiors or to fellow students is a sign that something is lacking
either in the mentality or the training
of some students. When someone speaks,
>ys easy to be a good listener,

VICKIE JUTn.NO
. . other out-of-staters

feuf lic+omng wall jj an art at we

as J>e-

ino^L^flfJnite-algxi of maturity
TL X— U_— L->,„ sllrnUuorl an s>v.
"
ine Tresnmen
■ •»»■■■■■»■■ nave
■ — •- aispiayeu
1
/— an
—- OA
—

„ f
. ,.

this year
. ... .Land the
y should endeavor to keeP,th,$
*eal strong. It seems that a few have
forgotten the rules of common courtesy,
but fortunately they still have four years
to foster better manners. There is nothing
like starting out on the right foot, and
r

•

it

and

,

,,

enthusiasm

,
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DAVE

Ml l.lr.KHY

. ImprexHed with growth

And Off We
Go!
—_^___

Clas^Of'66 Shows
Varied Impressions
By JOY ORAHAM
Feature Writer
Eastern's class of 1986 promises to be the biggest ever. This
week counselors are seeing approximately 1.500 freshmen who are
new to her campus.
°ut of tnis numb«r nvty be found many and varied opinions. The
progre» was interests in hearing some of these.
Vicki Jutting, a nowcomer from Bast Alton, Illinois, is glad to
see
that she "» *>t the- only student from out-of-atate. she wan
especially interested to find out if Eastern would have any Floridlans,
A commerce major, Vicki la having mixed emotions about the new
buildings. She wonders, "Where is all the grass that was here when
I visited last summer?"
v
From The South
Florida is represented at Eastern by Pete Still, a commerce
major from Sarasotn. Typically out-of-stater he asks, "Where Is all
this bliit- «rr-*i I've been ,,-ai'i-t abi-.?" And as a typical Florldian
he will see his first co'orMl ftfl and his first white winter.
Trusne McCtanahan. a physical education major from Irvln-3.
said "I've grown up around Eastern's
campus. Well, maybe I
haven't grown up but I have been around here all my life."
She wa-i eiicourag. d bv Bip "E" graduates to (onie here, and by her
senior year m high school s.ie had chcuen her college.
A Hoonlcr Here
Brownstown High Schooi, in Brownstown, Indiana, this year sent
th -it- iii student j fistern. Ore of them Is Dave Mulberry, a math
major. He has seen t!ie campus twice before and Its growth has
i-, . • . i H ;. ■■:
P!,|ov goinv to a college on the n-iv«" he said,
"and I think that Eastern is on her way to being a university."
Esst—n's ♦■•adiHonal friendliness and beauty hive imprinted
themselves in the minds cf her new arrivals. Some think they will
never grow accustomed to walking so far, so fast, while others
comment on the unity of the campus. Expecting to be lost at Eastern,
a number of students have found her to be a smaller school, while
others are surprised to find thnt ahe is not as small as they expected.
Perhaps these differences ef opinion stem from the schools people
have attended, the colleges In and- around their hometowns, and their
°P>nlons of how a college should look. To some, however, the new and
,tr»nge
strange inriaents
incidents tnai
thai, connoi
confront the clas.s of 1966, will become part of

their routine in college life.
_^____
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N. S. Patterson, director of the National
School Yearbook
Association.
_,,....
.
. i .
.(
!
Columbia, Missouri, said in the award

notice that the Milestone had earned a
score of "A" from the University of
Missouri national rating service.
A certificate accompanied the notice.
Co-editors of the 316-page Milesstone were Mrs. Linda Gassaway, Richmond, and Miss Carol Caldwell, Paint
Lick. Facu'ty sponsor of the book is Don
Feltner, director of pubicity and publications here.
Last year's Milestone was the first
Eastern yearbook to be of the 9" x I2W
university .size. The book was commended
on its new size and trie 24 page increase
over last year.

Many of the photographs in the book *V*S* area- .
' ,

i

- Z

'

. .

..

Further information on Center scholarships is available by writing
the Admissions Secretary, Bast-West Center, University of Hawaii,

were four-color pictures.

"Imagination is a quality often seen Honolulu 14, Hawaii,
in todays yearbook," the director said.
This he attributed to a growing interest
in the study of the year book as both
ic * ***» IlVllUVl
journalistic record and as an artistic
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9 .NTbA, youngest ot the national services, rates college and
school yearVI«VPI rare* <.viiogo ora
*V, .' J .
books and newspapers, all its |udging
being done by professional
journalists
With experience in scholastic publication.
Chief judge of the yearbook service is

Dr. William H. Taft, professor of
journalism at the U. of Missouri. The service also publishes Photolith magazine.
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Get More For Your Money-At Eastern
This information is recorded for the
purpose of pointing out the great good
»

ortune Ot young people Ot college age
in having in this community an educa*:«« I-.*:*..*:-- :- ^kr^-U *k»u <-•« MA*
tion institution in which tney can get
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The Readert, Choice encourages latters from the administration,
faculty and student body on any subject which they feel should be
discussed openly. All such letters should be in good taste and should
shun political partianshlp.
^
^ted
mu8t bear
of the author and no names will be withheld. This policy has been
■fflBJJS.* as to fhninato some of the misrepresentation which has
occurred in the past.
The Progress welcomec constructive critlcfcsn for we feel that
we must be awaro of our weaknesses before we are able to overcome them and grow to our full potential.
—The Editor

Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association; Columbia
Scholastic Press Association; and Kentucky Press Association. Represented for NaUonal Advertising by National Advertising Service,
New York, N. Y.
Weekly Student Publication Of Eastern Kentocky State College
Published weekly throughout th* school year, except for examlnatkm periods and holidays, by the authority of the Board of
Student Publications at Eastern Kentucky State College, and under
the general management of Don Feltner, Director, Division of
pubhdty mii Publications.

college training at a big bargain. The
^^ „ Ueena
financial hardship that would be imposed mond, Kentucky.
by attending school away from home can

be averted
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Then, at Berea College th. similar E2%^=:=^^^

educational advantages are available, r^ MacDonaui
with an even smaller outlay of money, judy Woods.
since student work is provided from which Tom coffoy

fought bravely for an hour and a half,
stowed Uw Confederate advance.
The ones who ran were officially desigi
"deserters." Union Major Oen. William Nelson,
had been promoted to the rank to July and i
commander cf the Army of Kentucky, iasu
general order directing all provost marshals t
roit them wherever found and put them In Ji
Clay County Clash
In Clay County. Col. T. T. Oarrard with
Union .s.i i a in iyuiM concealed on a hillside
looking Red Bird Creek, waylaid 160 Confed
cavalrymen and routed them. Three Rebels
killed and two mortally wounded; the rest esc
Tic Kentucky legislature, one of its own M
bei s having succeeded resigned Gov. I f
Magoffin, no longer'had to pass partisan meal
twice -the second fine over a veto. It amende/
Ju'-v laws ro require each Juror, in addition t (
regular oath, to take a second one asserting "
he had not served the Confederate State* in <
a civil or military capacity, and had not aid
abetted- y&hy rebellion or Insurrection what \
Another bill appropriated fSO.OOO to a "S
Service Fund" which the new governor, Jan
Robinson, was authorized to use at his disci V
"In the public service."
A Union Army order set forth that in crl
a i,iilroad disaster caused by intentional del
tion of the track, 'VecessionisU, or l(
sympathizer* with secession, in the imm/
vicinity" would be held responsible. It wr]
necessary to show that they had anything/
with It; the measure was intended to maki
actively try to prevent such sabotage.

THE EDITOR'S CHOICE

A
Experience And Appreciation Are
Necessities For Enjoying Fine Art

V

n. ni irnrn p miiN
Again, when we look at
sculptor Houdon's
* Yw«mr nl Art
it Voltaire we understand better some of the
^^ can */%?§£& aim and end of all statue
conditions of the eighteenth century—socially,
humattiUes than experience and appreciation, but
polically amt eetetically. Hudon must have underhow many of us are aware of this? You say "oh
stood much that bothered Voltaire, for we ««e
well I do not have time for appreciation-I have to
Voltaire in cold white marble, sneering and
get on with the work that will graduate mo."
grimacing, yet sentimentally sympathetic, firm
students returning to the tschool rooms are
and harsh, and nearing the end of life, worn and
products of a chaotic world where survival is a
harrowed, but invconquered. He knew bitterness
dommnnt though deep-set within their very being,
and tho rnrd reality of the times. Though he was
They are seeking, among other important thing3,
an articulate spokesman of the period It lu Houdon.s
a more
complete and saUsfying way of life. What
interpretation that preserves the Volta're for mil
course* ttou.il I take Is the foremost question for time.
many. If any body knows what in best for students
Ode To A Vase
to rtudv and leaili, this perwn would be Uie most
Keats experienced an appreciation of beauty In
""ght-after person In the whole World; but since
a vase form, and he wrote "Thou sUU unravlshcd
nobodv know
" ** ""? **" ? be8t' .and.11slilce
brite of quietness, Foster child of silence, and slow
variety may be the 'spice of life, students will find
time, Sylvan historian." which can toll a more
thenwelvcs facing many courses,
!>eautiful story than the poem Itself. In all the singTne
Domlnent Thought
ing poesy of the Ode. Keats leads us Into ecstatic
There is this dominant thought however, and it
imageries and brings us at last to a highly quotablo
Is concerned with experience and appreciations. We Mne "Beauty is truth, truth beauty,—That Is all
can see by experiment that two parts hydrogen ye know on earth and all ye need to know;"
pluc one part oxygen make water, and the knowWe see these three artists created a work In
lodge of this truth is great, but the deeper appreciawhich they expressed their individual viewpoints,
tion comes when we quench our thrlst with a porand lnturn, must have felt deep exaltations of the
tlon of clear, cold water. Or yet again, the rippling
spirit. When we hear, when we see. when we comreflections of some landscape in a stream or lake
mune with the Infinite we re-create some of tha
bring on another presentation which shows water to spirituality of the artist's own creation.
be another appealing element In our lives.
Accidental Appreciation
Yes, a difference in the ways of knowing, and
There is another type of experience fat appreciastill a combination of them all enriches our existion which many people
find in a somewhat
tence. The proof that the square on the hypoteuse
casual, cr accidental way. Having had their atof of a right triangle Is equal to tho sum of the
tention calle,'. to certain art forms and their
squares on the other two sides is a wonderful and
awareness deepend by the experience, observation
funetlonf.l bit of knowledge, and to the mathbecomes more keenly appealing and we find ourematician, no doubt, It possesses a degree of beauty.
selves looking for examples of the things we first
This same right triangle drawn In contour with Its
contacted.
An awareness of the beauty of classic)
three accompanying squares and used by a designer
Architectural forms has set many a person on happy
as a motif for an all-over pattern extends its useroutes of discernment and recognition, and, con4
fulness esthetically. The person who can appreciate
the mathematics
and the design both Is a person j>equently appreciations increased for the things
_
that have been right in our midst all the time.
we" say "is ahead."
But each of us will have to have his own exThree Types
perience, In his own way, because experience and
appreciations cannot be taught, hut they can M
Students should concern themselves with a con8,aeratlon of at leest u,,^ type, of experiences
caught. The sublimity of tone and imagery thai
whlch_ m o,,, end ,„„.„, „,, greatest aim of studyopened Handel's eyes and ears to "all Heaven," the
appreciation. One of these types deals with the deep Insight Into human thought and expression ssH
original experience of tha arttst himself In whatercised by Houdon In the life-Hkeness of Voltaire.
ever media he Is exercising. Very likely, few peoand yes. tho simple and casual discovery of beauty
pie who listen to Handel's Hallelujah Chorus exand truth in a vase form and its decorative story,
perience the same as «Hd the composer: "I did are all fine examples of individual creative exthink I die see all Heaven before me, and the
pressions. We cannot be them ourselves, but theyj
a™1 God himself." But the fact we know Handel
do awaken some feeling to us and we become more
niade this statement opens an avenue to our feeimore sensitive to our aesthetic possibilities In Wei
gj"f *»'*•» be«in to appreciate by recalling around us Stop' Look! Llstan! all you returning!
the true fact.
l
students. Tou may be missing something-!
«
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Military Editor
Clubs Editor
Photographic Editor

a part of student expenses may be proNEWS STAFF
vided. Lucky are young people and their
parents ir having here at home educa- Rice.'W ooffsTswIdy oo«^tm i^S^ih^Ton^Nonnln, Mar?
tional advantages that represent an ex- Jane Muiiins, Pam OHver, Beverly onus, judy Driskeii.
ceptional value, Well within financial
BUSINESS STAFF
reach.
Business Manager.
Steve McMilUn
Courtesy Richmond Daily Register
Photography for the Progress is under the direction of Mr.
'
*
George Lyon.

Keep Up With The College Pace,
By BRBNDA OWXNS

* '

k

stations and last minute decisions? Avoid prf^
crastinatlon! Begin preparing your assignments,
the "dornr efteTyour"seventh period several days before they are due. Then if your crowd
«
- change Into that simple black sheath, and decides to go bowling the night before deadline day,';
to ,he
*""?
t««- After the tea. you grab a couple you can finish your work m the afternoon and Joii
of
hsur
« <* st«<ly until your intercom announces
the party that night.
that you have a caller. Then you're off to the
Sacrifices
"
return,
you
type
until
JSj'SL'lS-tali TO? t^J-I
But don't think there won't be sacrifices. You:
trig
bed
no
longer.
3
professors will sometimes seem to be ganging up
^ fiSSiiv.
Survival
you. For example, you're Invited to a skating party'
This Is the college pace. Whether it's a small
on Wednesday night. Monday morning your history
private school or a largs state university this Is
the college pace. How do you survive it? How do professor schedules a test for Thursday; your
English teacher declares Thursday the deadline
you attain success In spite of it? The answer is a
time budget. It Is the only way to avoid late termfor your research paper, and your posters for art
papciH, broken dates, unprepared assignments, and class must be finished on that same day. Thaj is no
sleepless nights. It Is the only way to make your myth; it happens. And there Is no place for a skat-.
ing party In this week. But the satisfaction you
college life satisfying and fruitful.
feel when you've dons your duty for Thursday
Your time budget should be written either on will
Is worth a dozen skating parties. And by th* way,
paper or In your mind. Find out when the school there
probably will be eleven more, each of which
functions of interest to you are scheduled and make
note of them. Also note when your heaviest as- you can arrange to attend.
Campus life can either be a jam session of consignments are due. Plan your study periods around
fusion or a clear path to success. You and your time
these two.
budget will determine which it is.
And w.hat should you do about Impromptu In, Ru*
laB8

to
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Back To School...For Grown-Ups
Grown-ups, long out of school, have
an opportunity to go back to college as
result of the adult education program
offered by Eastern. For folks who want
to improve their mind and expand their
sphere of knowledge, this plan is made to
order.
A wide range of courses are available. Classes meet in the evening and on
Saturday. The courses may be taken for
credit toward a degree or as non-credit
courses. The tuition is only a modest $6
per semester hour.
Eastern is keeping abreast of the
foremost colleges in the country in mak-

ing adult instruction available. There is
a nation-wide interest in stimulating a
desire Jft adults to extend their education. Those who enroll in these courses
are not confined to former college students. There are many grown-ups who
have not gone beyond high school who
are improving themselves by the Type of
adult instruction which is being brought
to Medison bounty by Eastern, those who
take advantage of it will profit as thay
get satisfaction from extending the
horizon of their intellect.

j
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j
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j

—Courtesy Richmond Daily Register
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Make A Time Bud et And Use

EASTERN PROGRESS
Students who
register at Eastern
soon will find that the semester charge
for fees and tuition has been increased
from $55 a semester to $65.
With the cost of higher education
going steadily higher the charge at Eastern is a big bargain. For the academic
year of 1962-63 the average tuition
charge of the privately endowed colleges in the nation will be $777 compared with $526 five years ago.
Nearly all colleges and universities
have hiked the cost of learning, according to a tabulation made by the Life Insurance Management Association. The
new edition of "New American Guide
to Colleges" relates that the average
annual cost of board and room for all
U.S. colleges is about $575 for public
institutions with the charge in private institutions being $650. _

,
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,HONOLULU. Hawaii—The Ceiter for Cultural and Technical
every treshman Should endeavor TO pUT Interchange—known popularly as toe. East-West Center—is offering
his best foot forward, although he may 21-month scholarship* for graduate work at the University of Hawaii
and research In Asia to 100 U. S. 'students.
have once been guilty of trying on the
The ample scholarship* provide round-trip transportation, tultln.
wrong shoe.
books and fees, housing, food, health Insurance, a small monthly personal allowance, and an Asian study tour for qualified students.
Application deadlir.e for the 1983-19*4 academic year is February
*• 1983'
red SC
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Asia
and the
Pacific
Islandsarea
as well,
to foster
the ii
Center',
of strengthening mutual understanding: between East and West.
"A" Sections
Study Ttogether
Students, senior scholars, niu. technical trainees from both sides
Sections getting an "A" rating for
of the Pacific are brought to the East-West Center to live, work,
exceptionally good
coverage were and study together.
organizations, sports and military
A special feature of the scholarship Is a study tour to Asia for
U. S. students, who may supplement their academic work in the
science,
the ,,
Hall of Fame
and j««J
Honor Roll uoiuiuy
country
Asia related to their thesis. Asian and Pacific
,
,
or area in AS
r
for its emphasis on the academic side island grantees receive a comparable study tour to the mainland,
of campus
life, and a retrospect sum- *•»»" Arnerioans are awarded omy to students who undertake
. . r .
.
.
r ,i
the Asian or Pacific Island studies program, the Overseas Operation
marizing important events ot the year. Program, or a curriculum with special reference to Asia or the

Milestone Is One Of Top Yearbooks
Eastern's 1962 yearbook, the Milesstone, was chosen among the top ten
per cent of college and university yearbooks in the nation this summer.

This Is the first In a series of stories that will
api ea. .i' Ihv riugrcM conu.L'iumorjtlng the Civil
iv- "--o» - • r-Mbiitt'tx in Mad'son County. The
observance of the Battle of Richmond will be
October 3, 4, and 5. A story covering the many
iCii.i^h.s or .he three day celebration tan be
found on page 6.
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War Commission)
Kentuclry slaveholders, of whom a corutdcrable
number had taken the Union side in a belief that
the Lincoln Administration would preserve the institution, were engaged 100 years ago in analyzing a letter from President Lincoln to Horace
Oreeley, New York Newspaper editor.
In the letter, August 22, 1862. Mr. Lincoln said:
"My paramount object is to savo the Union, and
nil cither to save or destroy slavery. If I could wave
the Union -without freeing any slaves I would do it;
and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I
would do it; and if I could save it by freeing some
and leaving ethers alone, I would also do that."
Pi-mount And Attack!
At Big Hill in Madison County. Col. Leonidas
Metes lfe ordered his 400 Federal cavalrymen to
dfcmtoiint and attack on foot a Confederate force
probably superior In numbers. According to a report made at the time, a shower of bullets and
she";: so terrified the attackers that three-fourths
of them mounted their horse* and fled "like a
peck Of cowards" In all directions.
They left two of their men dead on the field
and forty wounded, Who
were taken prisoner.
However, a portion of the Union force stood firm,

\
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Casing The
Clubs
BY JUDY WOODS

ClulM Editor

KyimCUk
^''Welcome Students from your
KYMA Club" This sign greeted us
•a we arrived, and now KYMA exlends a special Invitation to all
fiCKhman and others who wish to
Join.
I Although KYMA was organized
as an athletic club originally and
I*, still Eastern's pep club, its activities cover many other areas.
Homecoming Is organized by
KYMA, as Is the Snow Ball Dance;
Sadie Hawkins Week, and many
other special events. One of the
bast known activities is the selling
of, freshman beanies.
Typical of KYMA's Interest in
Eastern's campus and students is
the fashion show and dance to be
given within a few weeks on the
patio of the new Martin Hall. The
show will center on the fashions
Of Eastern's campus. Anyone wearing a freshman beanie will be admitted free of charge.
'A meeting for early next week
ls_belng planned. Watch for a sign
In the Student Union grill tor the
time and place. If you want to be
a vital part of campus life and
have a lot of fun doing it, become
a KYMA member.

staff should contact the Milestone
editors Arlene Calico, 18T Case;
Pat Byrne, 282 Case; Kyle Wallace,
118- Lancaster Ave.; or Mr. Don
Feltner, Director of Publicity,
Room 4, Ooates Administration
Building, within the next two
weeks. No high school experience
is necessary.
BSD Begins

New students enjoyed food and
fellowship at the Baptist Student
Center Wednesday evening at 6:30.
The group was entertained by the
BSU quartet which includes, Carolyn King, Martha Singleton, Bob
Vickers and Charles Wells.
Leaders from the First Baptist
Church, BSU leaders and other
B8U members were Introduced to
the newcomers.
The women of the Church were
responsible for preparing and serving the food.
This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday the BSU will participate in a
preschool retreat at Merriweather
Lodge on the Kentucky River.
Those Interested in attending the
retreat should meet at the Baptist
Student Union Building at 4:30 p.m.
today.
EpUoopallaiM to Meet
"A Faith of Our Own" is the
The Episcopal Canterbury Club theme of the retreat. Those on the
will be meeting on Mondays at program are Wayne O. Craig, Min5.30 in the Blue Room in the Cafe- ister of Education at Crescent Hill
teria. A program will follow the Baptist Church, Louisville; Philip
dinner meeting. The first meeting Landgrave of the Southern Bapwill be on September 17. The Club tist Seminary; James R. Bergman,
Issues a welcome to all students. Associate Secretary of the Kentucky Student Department; and
.'(|.
Episcopal Church
Dr. E. N. Perry, Pastor of the
Welcomes Students
First Baptist Church here in Rich'The Christ Episcopal Church, mond.
corner of Lancaster Avenue and
Next week the BSU will begin
tter Street, welcomes all stu- Evening Devotions with sessions
ils to the services. Mlornlng at 6:30 on Monday, Tuesday and
Stayer will begin at 11 a.m. and Wednesday nights. "Spirit of BSU"
bly Communion will be held on is the title for the film to be
file first Sunday of each month. shown on Monday night. Roberta
"Thomas D. Clay is the minister Cox and Sharon Vater will talk
And chaplain to the Episcopal col- about "Devotional Life" Tuesday.
lege students.
On Wednesday, a panel composed of Mrs. J. T. Sowder Jr., Mrs.
Mllrstonere Wanted
Carl Shilling, Rev. Dwight Lyons,
Any student wishing to be a and Rev. E. N. Perry will discuss
rpember of the 1963 Milestone "Church Membership."

Original Manuscripts' Division
"Your Literary Agent"

IPSSI rz
Service:

Reading, editing, marketing

TERMS:

110.00 minimum up to 10,000 words, 11.00
per 1000 words thereafter. Fee should accompany manuscript. A stamped, self-addressed
envelope please with all submissions. A report
to you within two weeks. Further information
, _..on request.
i ......
1874 Bardstown Road
• . (ft

,, LOUISVILLE 5, KENTUCKY

Phone Glendale 9-1406

Eastern Offers ]
Fall Courses
At Durreit Hi
Extension courses will be offered by Eastern at Durrett High
School In Jefferson County during
the fall semester, 1982. D. J. Carty,
Director of In-Servloe Education,
notified Jefferson County area
teachers Monday that the following courses will be offered for three
semester hours of credit:
Commerce 410. American Economic History.
Commerce 500. Problems in Consumer Economics.
Education 516. Measurement and
Guidance.
Health 480. Mental Health.
History 498. Ideological Foundations of 'Western Civilizations.
The organizational meeting will
be held at Durrett High School in
Jefferson County on Thursday.
September 20, at 7:00 p.m. Dean
W. J. Moore and others will be present to answer questions concerning clrriculum needs and to organize the classes that are in demand at this meeting.
Courses numbered in the 500's
are open to graduate students only.
All other courses will be open to
juniors, seniors, and graduate students. Other courses will be offered if the demand is sufficient.
Numerous requests from former
students and Alumni of Eastern
who are now working In the Louisville area have asked that Eastern
continue to offer the extension
classes at Durrett High School for
the school year 1962-63.

Poetry Contest
Gets Underway
The National Poetry Press has
announced Its competition for students' verses to be published In the
College Students' Poetry Anthology this year. Announced simultaneously was an Invitation for
teachers and librarians to submit
poetry manuscripts jfor possible
inclusion in the College Teachers'
National Poetry Anthology:
There Is no limitation as to form
or theme for the student publication and any student attending
either junior or senior college is
eligible to submit his verse.
Shorter works are preferred by the
publishers because of space limitations. Each poem must be typed
or printed on a separate sheet, and
must bear the name and home address of the student, as well as
the name of the college attended.
The annual closing date for the
submission of manuscripts by college students Is November fifth.
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by college
teachers and librarians Is January
first.
There are no fees or charges
for acceptance or the submission
of verses. All work will be judged
on merit. All manuscripts should
be sent to the offices of the National Poetry Press, 3210 Selby Avenue, Los Angeles 34, California.

WELCOME BACK
EASTERN STUDENTS

Jimmy Taylor, Photographer
(McGaughey Studio)
South 1st Street

Richmond

Phone 623-2606

A DREAM COMES TRUE—When Miss Marianthi Coro.ieau (center) arrived on campus Thursday evening, a two-year dream became a reality. From Cairo, Egypt, she was welcomed to Eastern's campus
by Miss Evelyn Bradley, new dean of women, and Dr. Clyde Orr, Associate dean of Graduate Studies.

Dream Becomes Reality For
Foreign Student At Eastern
Heard Of Eastern
Via Jesse Stuart
By DOUG WHITLOOK,
A two-year dream of Miss Marianthi Coroneu, graduate student
from Athens, Greece, became a
reality last week when she arrived on the Eastern campus to
begin preparation for enrollment
for the fall semester.
It was at the American University in Cairo, Egypt, that she
heard of Kentucky from Jesse
Stuart, famed Kentucky novelist
and snort-story writer, while he
was an instructor there.
She became interested in the
state and read most of Stuart's
works and searched libraries for
Kentucky Information. She said
she was awed when she first entered the state, but that she was
not too surprised because she had
a good idea of how the state would
look from pictures in books and

magazines.
A native of Cairo, 21-year-old
Marianthi was forced to leave her
home last year because of the political situation there. Along with
thousands of others she took refuge In Greece, where she taught
English language and literature at
the Greek-American Institute in
Athens.
She was graduated from the
American University in Carlo In
1961 with a bachelor's degree in
English literature.
Miss Coroneou left Athens August 3 and after 12 days arrived
in New York City. She stayed in
New York one day and said the
metropolis was "too grey." Thursmetropolls was "too grey." She
flew from New ork to Louisville
and took the bus into Richmond.
She said that one of the most
Impressive sights of the entl'-e
trip was looking down on the state
capitol building as she entered
Frankfort.
When asked why she wanted to
study in the United States, she

said: "The states were the only
place I could get a master's degree, since l cannot return to
Egypt."
She described Kentucky and
Eastern as having "nice, lovely,
friendly people." Commenting upon the Eastern campus, she said:
"The buildings and grounds here
are so well-kept, there is nothing
like it in Africa or Europe."
She enjoys American sports, especially football and basketball,
and was pleased when told of the
basketball tradition in Kentucky
She said the only unpleasant
thing about her first night in Case
Hall, Eastern's new women's dormitory, jtas the thunder that accompaniM a violent rain storm.
She remarked: "It never rains in
Egypt or Greece, and it was unlike
anything I have ever seen or
heard."
She will finance her education
with the aid of a Presidential
Scholarship, granted by President
Robert R. Martin, and by work in
the office of the dean of women.

The Old Made New

Wardrobe-coordinated, the lady in the most basic
of Lady Manhatton<B> co-ordinates: the classic
convertible collar and roll-sleeved skirt—paired
with its own matching impressed pleated skirt, self
belt. It's a combination that's long on mileage,
short on care. Wade of Mandoc<B> 65% Dacron<*>
polyester and 35% cotton batiste that never needs
ironing, it's detailed in the fine Lady Manhattan
tradition. Perfect for ushering in Fall, for any
casual event all year 'round.

ELDER'S
Richmond' Family Store
Welcome Back to Eastern and to Richmond!
OUR ENTIRE STAFF IS EAGER TO SERVE YOU DURING YOUR STAY
HERE. WE INVITE YOU TO MAKE NEWBERRYS YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS.

Here you will find such Nationally Advertised
Brands as:
/ Mac Shore and Donberry blouses.
/ Mac Shore skirts and dresses.
\/ College town ladies sportswear.
/ Betty Rose Ladies coats and suits.
/ Gossard, Exquisite form, and Playtex Foundations.
/ Men's BVD shirts, underwear, and sox
j/ Ladies' Mojud nylons.
/ Max Factor and Shulton cosmetics.
/ Old Spice and Max Factor men's toiletries
plus a full line of school supplies and other
needs.

BURNAM HAM, . . . Eastern's second oldest dormitory has Just undergone a $60,000 plus "face lifting", as well as the addition of M new rooms for women students. Included in the renovation was the
remodeling of the recreation room, laying of new tile, nsw plumbing, and a unique burglar alarm
system.
«

—SINCE 1893—

"EASTERN STUDENT
GOES HOLLYWOOD"
Read 'a First-Hand Report of
Thrills experienced by an Eastern Senior, with a promising
career in Hollywood awaiting
him.

Madison Laundry & Cleaners

DONT MISS IT
IN NEXT WEEK'S

EASTERN PROGRESS!

MADISON
■ ICHMOND

•

"GET ACQUAINTED OFFER"

KINTUCKT

NOW! ENDS TUESDAY

Special 20% Discount On Dry Cleaning

LAUNDRY SHIRTS 22' «j ■ 5 fa $1.00

YES. YOU CAN CHARGE IT AT NEWBERRY'S
We Offer Three Convenient Charge Plans:
1. Open account—pay end of month, no carrying charge.
2. Revolving charge plan—take 6 months to pay.
3. Installment charge plan—up to 36 mo. to pay.
(NOTE: Students under 21—Parents must sign application)

J J Ylew&ennu
Your Family Store
II

s. £

Cash & Carry

STARTS WEDNESDAY!
THE HOST MARVELOUS MflW EVB HUE I

ma TIE run ran «n ntm HHWH I

m

SANITONE DRY CLEANING
South Third Street

—

Richmond, Ky.

Across From Greyhound Bus Station

i
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Doug's Sports Beat

llll fly Al Silwman, Editor, Sport Magazine

with Doug Whitlock
Progress Sports Editor
wise, that has been scheduled for a Maroon grid
team in quiti- a few years, the 196* card has all
the ear-marks of being one of the most rugged.
The Maroons open against the powerful University of Tampa in Tampa. Florida, next Saturday
in one of tlie most attractive trips made by a
Eastern team for quite a while, but they won't
be down there for a pleasure jaunt, by any mean*.
The Spartans could very well be the roughest opponent that Eastern will face an year. Last sea.wn
the southern school posted an 8-1. sixth place
NAIA record and appears ready for another ffhe
year.
ljt.tttmmtlt.il LttTEMRRf . . . These 14 Eastern grkfcteri represent the returning monogram winners
After the Tampa game Ohio Valley Conference
from tne 1961 line. They are, from left to right kneeling: Glen RIedel. guard; Dick Wallace, center;
action begins with puzzling Murray, here Sept. 28,
Oct. 6 the Maroons meet favored Middle Tennessee
Ken Goodhew, guard; Tom Sharp, guard; and Wllllard Davis, center. Standing: Jim Cnllfran, line coaeh;
in Murfreesb'.ro and. then return home the next
Steve Kibler, guard; Ed Spenik, end; Jim Kelljr, tackle; Doug Hamilton, tackle; Dave Grim, center;
week-end for East Tennessee before taking a break
Ken Moore, tackle; Todd Reynolds, guard; Wendell Wheeler, end, and Richard Carr, end.
from conference
play with Austin Peay. The
Governors have been admitted to the loop, but will
not be eligible for the football crown until next
season.
Conference competition starts back Oct. 27 with
powerful Western in Bowling Green and then the
Maroons return home for their homecoming tilt
with Tennessee Tech. 1961 OVC champs. Morehead
invades the Eastern campus the next week-end for
the traditional "Okie Hawg Rifle" game and then
Minor, aggravating injuries have reived more bad news. Prank to play due to. health,
the Maroons close out. their season with rugged slowed practice and brought com stauffer. one of the last season's
Presnell said that he and his
East Carolina in Greenville, N.C., WOT. 24. E»st tact to a near halt at the Eastern
most promising frosh tackles, was staff are fn hopes that the Injury
Carolina will be the only team Eastern will face grid camp this week.
Inflicted with alcers this summer troubles will clear up bofore the
this year that will run a single-wing type offense.
Eight Maroons, mostly from.the an<i wui „„t be able to play this Maroons get into season play. "Mfirst and second units, have re- Iau ,ine to doctor's orders. The cause then aches and pains are
ceived injuries ranging frorh ankle riKht guard pwdtkm was also weak- much harder to shake."
sprains to bruised sides and ened when Tom Covault, a promisEastern 'oJJens its 1982 slate
shoulders.
i„K transfer, quit, and Ames Con- Sept.. 22, with the University of
Among the "»•** notable Injured aM found he weald not b* able Tampa, in Tampa, FMa.
are four lettermen: Klehanl Carr,
end; Doug Hamilton, tackle; Dave
(mm. center, and Richard Emm.ins, halfback.
Head coach Glenn Presnell cited
the Injuries as bringing practice
sessions to near stand-stills and
slowing up his schedule considerbeing hampered by minor injuries the weakest in the line with the ably. He expressed relief, howall last year. Fleet-footed Richie loss of Hatfleld. Returning starter ever, that none of the injuries
Emmons. who led the conference James Keller will probably find could be termed serious.
The Maroons nave been working
In pass interceptions las year, and his partner in one of two good
Carl Howard, the loop's most sophomores, Doug Hamilton or out in shorts and shoulder pads
dreaded defensive back, are also Ken Moore, bot incoming frosh for the morning period of their
returning to render the backfleld men and transfers may break the two-a-day work sessions and in
full gear during the afternoon. With
as formidable defensively as off- battle for tackle wide open,
ensively. Transfers make the backSenior All-OVC end Ed Spenik some of the injuries beginning to
heal,
contact is considered by
field even brighter, and exueri- fmas himself the only starting end
•»
enced Maroons may find them- returning after the graduation of weekend.
Presnell gave the weather as anselves haid pushed by the newcom- gill Elklns. Sophs Richard Carr
ers. Larry Marmie is expected to an<] Wendeil Wheeler, along with other factor that was throwing
give Brinegar quite a battle for transfer Jack Schulte, will wage his practice schedule off. "Richthe quarterback post, Jimmy wholesale warfare for the vacated mond has received a lot of rain in
the last week or so," he said, "too
Traschel will be after a halfback position.
spot, and Herbie Conley and Ron
~
'«_■_ 1 v,_„_
1 »_ much rain for good football conS"** alonK wi»> Stapleton. will L^STtoSLi.rh» ™.Zn »f,lr ditions."
The first scrimmage under regmake the fight for fullback a three- ^^oX^Ooes
^t has enGAP TO PILL . . . The helmet in the foreground denotes one of the
way affair.
,
' s
"°, , J ...
J™ ular game conditions is planned
C
most pressing problems facing the Eastern coaching staff this
The major problem In the back- „/i!3.- ii .V^l.„ mnf 17 rSHZ tor tomorrow, a week before the
field is whether Marmie or Brine^,121™ 1 J» Maroons, open their schedule. Reseason. Last year It was worn by Tony Lanham, who broke all but
d
a
gar can adequately fill the shoes fh" r."'^ lL-m «V OEMIJUZ ferring to this first scrimmage.
two JltaroOn passing records. Returning starters in the backfleld
Presnell
said,
"We
have
to
get
of Tony Lanham, who broke all ^J*affl57J2J*
****
are. left to right: Richie Emmons. halfback, Tom Stapleton, fullbut two Eastern passing records noa '* anyooays guear^
one or two scrimmages, played unback, and Jimmy Chitttrm. halfback. Emmons and Chittum win play
last season.
Presnell Srrms VP
der game conditions, under (rW
The iiniywuH the hardest hit by
Coach Presnell sums up the Ma- belts before We can ever thtnk of
their MM positions again this year, but Stapleton has been moved
graduation tilth the losses of All- oon prospectus Ift saying that playing a football game "
to fullback.
OVC perform ITS Dave Hat field, Eastern win have a setter runEarlier OK* week PNMMefl re
tackle, and Don MacDonald, guard, ning attack than last year (as a
being the most notable.
team In 1961 the Maroons averagThe guard post may be the ed S.S yards per carry), and the
vVItCOMJ lACR
team's deepest position with backfleld will be much deeper He
senior co-captains Ken Goodhew says (bat his chief problem will
EASTERN STUDENTS!
and Tom Sharp, probably .the best be a lack of depth in the Hne but,
pair of guards in the conference, "overall, we should be cotialderreturning. Both were injured early ably stronger." Then, reflectlvelast season which led to the dis- ly. Presnen said, "Bot so Will
covery of a freshman star, Dave everyone else in the conference."
DRIVE IN THEATRE
Grim, and MacDonald's All-OVC
With perhaps one of the greatshowing. Other returning lettermen est aeeumlatkrrm of talent IB the
■I wl. So. on I'. S. ■>.->
to the guard post are Steve Kibler, history of Eastern, the 1»8» MaGlenn Riedel, and Todd Reynolds, roons could be the team Eastern
who should piove good competition rooters have been Watting for, trot
for the more experienced Goodhew with respect to the hiatory of OVC
and Sharp.
football, the only thing to do is
The tackle position is possibly wait and see.
Saturday—Starts 7:30

EA8TMU>J SPORTS FANS HAVE A
WELL-8TO1CKED YEAR AHEAD
It'll a. well known fact that Eastern is one of
the fastest growing colleges in ths nation, but this
growth Is not confined to the physical plant and
student body, It includes the athletic program as
well.
Intercollegiately the Maroons will take on some
of the best in the country In football, basketball,
swimming, tennis, track, cross-country, f;olf. and
rifle.
Tne overall record In the Ohio Valley Conference last year shows that Eastern never finished
lower that fifth in tne seven team loop, won one
first, in baseball, a pair of seconds, a third and
a fourth.
A composite record such as this one is not to
be frowned upon, but this comer, and all other
Eastern supporters are in hope that it will be
improved upon this year due to the strong recruiting progam that has developed.
IntramuraJs provide excellent opportunities In
athletic competition for those who do not compete
in a varsity sport. Nearly every imaginable sport is
pisirred this year, and the Progress hopes to devote more space to intramural coverage this year
than last
Not even the girls are left out In the intramural
sports, ns the WRA, Women's Recreation Association, has a program similar to the men's planned.
CRIDDERS HAVE ATTRACTIVE,
RUGGED 19*2 SCHEDULE
Besides being the most attractive schedule, trip-

Injuries Hamper Grid Drills;
Eight Players On Ailing

1962 Could Be The Year
Presnell Has Waited For
With 21 returning lettermen. augmented by a flock of promising
transfers and freshmen. Eastern
Kentucky's football fortunes could
take a turn for the better this fall.
So thinks Glenn Piesnell and his
aides, who feel that the 1962 ediUon of the Maroons may be the
most promising team fielded in
the last decade by the Blue Grass
college.
That is, H tne Maroons can shake
an unexplalnable "one-play jinx"
that last season spelled (he difference between a possible 7-2 record
and the OVC halo and the 4-5 fourth place finish posted by the '61
■W*
"\hree plays literally cost the
Maroons the loop crown, as Middie Tennessee, Western, and Tennessee Tech each took one-touchdown, or less victories. It was a
last second scoring pass that gave
Middle Tennessee a S2-1B win;
Western won 16-16 on the strength
of a missed two-point conversion
gamble, and Tech's 14-8 victory
came as a result of a 9.v yard
touchdown return of the opening
kickoff.
The hopes and problems of the
1962 Eastern grid camp revolve
around:
The return of AU-American Jimmy Outturn to his halfback position where he has become, "the
most feared runner In the OVC."
A host of other experienced backs,
including Outturn's running mate
Bill Goedde. and starting fullback
Tom Stapleton. has made the picture look very bright indeed. But
the highlights of the backfleld do
not stop there. Elvin Brinegar.
senior quarterback, is returning
and should be at his peak after

G R K E N BAY'S YEAR
AGAIN ? Nearly everyone is
picking the Green Bay Packers
to repeal as National Football League champions, and
one not disposed to argue the
question is Otto Graham. It
wan Graham's college all-star
team that was whomped by
the Packers last month in the
traditional Chicago -massacre.
After the game, Graham
6raised all the Packers, parcularly their quarterback
Bart Starr. He is. Otto claims,
the most underrated back in
pro football, and with that
powerful Packer line in front
of him is a threat to throw a
touchdown pass almost every
time he fades back.
"He gets back there," Otto
says, "and drinks a cup of tea
and then throws the ball." By
way of explanation, Graham's
college linemen hadn't corfie
Hose to dumping Starr and
Bart had thrown four touchdown passes - against them. •
Of course. Otto didn't mention Paul Hornung, trie glamor
boy of pro football and" atao
the, league's most valuable
player. Hornung *eentry disclosed that he Md beer, offered a $260,000 three-year
contract by an American Football League team if he would
jump the NFL. Paul turned it
down. "It would be like going
from the New York Yankees
to th* Louisville Colonels,"he said.
.
Hornung recently presented
his roommate. Max McGee,
SIth a copy of the new Paul
ornung biography. McGee
letfed through It a moment
and then hummed. "Hey, they
used your name to tell my
» story." ^ t -4 t
NOTED WITHOUT COMMENT. Two New Jersey athletes wearing rubber suits
dived into a golf coarse lake
»nd emerged with 1.000 golf
balls, which they planned to
sell. The cops got them.

*****

BALLPLAYERS UNDER
GLASS. One of the ehief complaints of major-league stars
today is the excessive attention they receive from their
"public". They claim it stifles
whatever private life they
have. In the October issue of

SPORT, Jim Gentile voiced his
views on the subject. "Baltimore is a neighborly town,"
•Mm said. "Everyone acts as
if they know me personally.
Well, it's pretty hard haying
thousands of personal friends.
They mean welt, they boost
you vrhm you're going good
and try to pep you up when
you slump. But there comes a
time wlien a guy feels like
brushing baseball out of his
hair.
"I mean, when I'rti in a
hurry and stop at a service
station or I go to a grocery
for soft drinks. Sure enough,
the gas station attendant or
the groceryman wants to know
why the Orioles lost yesterday and why I ean't hit a
home run every time up.
It's then that I ask myself
whether success isn't too much
for Jim Gentile."

• * * * *

SHOUT TAKES. Old Indians*
first baseman Luke Easter
once was asked to name the
toughest pitcher ha aver
faced. "Mr. AHfe Reynolds,"
Luke said. "He threw too fast
and too close."
... Babe Ru'.h a! ways resented slurs on his intellect.
So once, indignantly, he told
a reporter, ' ''Ask me any
question.'' The reporter said,
"Okay, Kow about the Napoleonic era?" Rntfi thought it
over carefully. "I think," the
Babe said,- it should have
been scored a base hit not
an error."
. .- . Fullback Charley Scales,
a Pittsburgh Sfeerer test year,
recently corrected Infortrration
*eht out on him by his new
team, the > Cleveland Browns.
••I'm 5-10, not 6-11," Scales
said. "I used to be *-ll until
last season when Galen Fiss
and Ross V i e h t n e r (two
Browns' defensive players)
hit me."
... Jim Brosnan, authorrelief pitcher, recently agreed
to review for a newspaper thi
new anthology from SPORT
Mainline. THE WORLD OF
SPORT. Professor Brosnan
said, "I'll read it at the park
between batting and fieldinc
practice, or ia the bullpen.
Subways may be for sleeping, »ut bullpens ara for
reading."

RICHMOND

Three Features:
____—

Mickey Mantle - Roger Marts

"SAFE AT HOME"
Richard Widmark

WELCOME STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
Take advantage of our half price cleaning sale and introduce yourselves to Richmond's finest laundry and dry cleaning plants.

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
•/

Professional laundry service
(Shirts a specialty)
•/ Professional dry cleaning service
j/ Coin operated laundries
(/ Coin operated dry cleaning
130 BIG HILL AVE.
(Across from Colonel Drive In)

220 EAST IRVINE STREET
(Next to Groger Parking Lot)

Half Price Cleaning Sale for
Eastern Students and Faculty
•/
■/

First Garment Regular price
Second Garment Half price

Lowest priced garment cleaned at half price.
Cash & Carry only.
THIS COUPON HONORED AT EITHER MODERN DRY
CLEANERS & LAUNDRY LOCATION.
Bring this Coupon with you — Offer expires Saturday, Sept. 29.

"THE LAST WAGON"
And Chubby Checker

"Don't Knock The Twist"
SUN. - MON. ■ TUES.
Sandra Dee—John Gavin

"Tommy Tell Me True"
VN COLOR — 2 CARTOONS!

WEB. - THUR. • FRIDAY
jAjrarr BLAIR — IN
"BURN WITCH BURN"
In Color
AVD FULL LENGTH
I KATIRK CARTOON:

"ALAKAZAM"
Comirrg Soon!
ELVTS PfcfcSLEY
rottvw 1 aui wTw%Mm

SNAPPY
SERVICE
GRILL
Where Friends Meet
and
Enjoy Good. Food.
MEAL TICKETS
S5.50 For $5.00!

CARRY OUT
SERVICE
u
NAME IT ... WE'LL
COOK IT.

Bus Station
2 Blocks from College.

Great new record offer ($3.98 value)...just *1.00
when you buy Sheaffer's back-to-school special!
Now when you buy your Sheaffer Cartridge Pen for
school, you get »W worth of Skrip cartridges FREE...a
$3.93 value for just JI.96. Look for Sheaffer's back-toschool special now at store, everywhere. On the jback of
the package, there's a bonus for you... a COUD»» goad
for a $3.98 value Columbia limited-edition record. It'a
"Swingin' Sound", twelve top artists playing top hits for
the first thne on a It* L.P. This doubU-nliu back-toachooi offer good onhr while they last! So hurry, choose
your Sheaffer Cartridge Pen from five smart colors... and
mail yoar "Swingm' Sound" record coupon today.

SHEAFFER'S BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL I
New cartrldf. pen with 98* worth of cartridges FREE.

'3.93 VALUE FOR '2.95

/

Friday, September 14, IMS

A Week Worth It...

four-foot "Teddy Bear" to lobster
buoys.
The problem of filling out the
necessary registration cards In
always confusing, even to an old
and battle-Worn senior, tout to a
new freshman It Is pure chaos
After • frantic lime ft the front
desk, the pilgrimage begins back
through the long dark hall to stash
the clothes into the closets. Then
with a little help from "Mom."
the bed is made up, for the last
time. From now on, brother, you're on your own!
Along with the assembly of
freshmen comes the meeting of
old friends and acquaintance*. It
isn't long until one by one they
always find tnelr way to one chosen and familiar area to exchange
the summer's experiences and. of
course, the latest gossip.
,m .
Always in order during~the first
week 6r the new term, are many
social activities to acquaint the
new frosh. and, of course, to **ive

7

Pictures Fw
'63 Milestone
Are Scheduled

Freshmen First Days Are
Frustrating But Lots Of Fun
By BEN CARTINIHWlt
Managing Editor
The first few days in the college
life of a freshman can often be
very hectic, confusing, and to
say the least, frustrating. The very
thought of leaving the safety and
familiarity of home and traveling
many miles to the uncertainty that
is sure to await him is. in itself, a
frightening experience. Furthermore, the presence of upperclsasmen strutting boastfully around
the campus adds to the uncanny
atmosphere of checking Into the
dormitory and meeting the new
roommate or the new-found friend
just down the hall.
Whatever inhibitions a hew comer may experience, the presoence,
at first, of "Mom and Dad" is always comforting as they begin
that gruesome task of unloading
and carrying the heavy luggage
packed with "every thing 1 pwn."
Often this is an understatement,
because anyone loitering around
a dormitory where persons are un-

EASTERN PROGRESS

The 1963 Milestone edit of ■
announced today that all class pictures will be made on campus this
year. Under a new contract, setiiors, graduates, and faculty members will be able to enjoy the convenience of having their pictures
made on campus as well as Is*
underclassmen.
And as part of the Milestones
policy of offering services to ta*
student body, wallet-.size photes
will again be made available at the
nominal cost of 20 photos for *3.0p.
The picture-making sessions will
get underway Monday. September
17, in Room BOO of the Student
Union Building at 11 a.m. and wttl
continue through October 4th. The
studio will close at 9:00 p.m. es4h
evening.
Faculty and students are asked
to pay close attention to the following schedule and be present at
the time their pictures are scheduled to be made:

loading can see anything from a
the upperclass'men) a chance to
look over the new crop of "sweet
things" that Just a day or two before found their way to the dear
old Alma Mater. Incidentally, this
could also be the other way
around, for many seasoned coeds
experience the same wandering
glances as do their newer counterparts.
The rest of the week is always
filled with those awrul classification tests which cai'se many headaches before the finish. Along with
the classflcatton comes the reporting to the offices of the counselors for arranging schedules
which In all probability will be
completely re-ananged and not
recognizable the time the long and
tedious registration procedure is
finished.
Now for that quick and long-anticipated dash back to the homestead before classes begin on Monday. A week well worth it?

FRESHMAN CLASS SCHEDULst
Sept. 17 — A through O
Sept. 18 — H through M
Sept. 19 — N through Z
HOME AWAY FROM HOME . .. Mom makes up the bed, putting
that touch of home into an unfamiliar place. Major Wheat. Jr.. is
shown with his mother; both are of Lawrenceburg. Ky

SOPHOMORE CLASS SCHEDUMD
Sept. 20 — A through L
Sept. 21 — M through Z
JUNIOR CLASS SCHEDULE
Sept. 24 — A through L
Sept. 26 — M through 2

FORMS AJft> MORE FORMS ... But/resman Dorothy Griffith and
her mother don't seem to mind as Mi*. Kathetine Elder, housemother at Sullivan Hall, helps Dorothy fill «ttt one 6f the many
papers Involved with getting settled.

SENIOR CLASS AND GRADUA*B
STUDENTS
Oct. 1 — A through C.
Oct. 2 — H through M
Oct. 3 - N through Z
Faculty pictures Will be male
In the Faculty Lounge on Seft.
20 — A through L and Sept. 21 —
N through Z, from 10.00 a.m. ,*>
6:00 p.m.
Make-up sessions for freshrrusn,
sophomore and junior classes wVl
be made on September M and «7
and seniors and graduate studesits
on October 4.
Kentucky ranks second to North
Carolina in the nation in the production of all types of tobacco,
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture reports.

HIIBW
GTTTTN. AOQtTAIxnb . . . Old friends are united .U,r t, « monihs. new friends are quickly made
in the warm, let-your-halr-down atmosphere of the aorta.

MOVING IN . . . Packing and unpacking is a tedious job. but for
,refhm.n Pat £»« ^«~^ **»"« " ^
vtlle, it's part of a venture into a different world.

Daniel Boone was captured by
Indians while making salt at Lower Blue Licks. Kentucky continued
as a major salt producer until the
Civil War.
»■>• » '

-■--
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ACROSS FRQM KROGER*

■

WELCOME
E. K. S. C. Students
THE LULL BEFORE THE STORM—This photograph was taken
Saturday, the day before an expected record-breaking number of
students began arriving on the Eastern campus to begin registration for the fall semester. The serenity of the campus changed into
•n atmosphere of activity Eunday as more than 1,700 freshmen arrived to check into dormitories and prepare for their Week of
orientation, classification tests, and registration. The University
Building, oldest classroom building on the campus, is pictured In the
right foreground.

.

This is the first of thirty issues for 1962 - 63.
The editors and staff of the Eastern Progress, in

Welcome, Eastern Students!
SCHOOL OPENING SPECIAL:
Montag Stationery
HO
100 sheets — 50 envelopes
Only 88c

observance of the fortieth anniversary year,
pledge to continue to give our readers a quality

MuMf DMfi STORE
110
BWHlU-AVE.

DIAL

RICHMOND.

623-If 10

KY.

newspaper, rich in news, feature and editorial
content... a newspaper of which we all can be justly

BURD'S DRUG STORE
Welcomes E.K.S.C. Students!

proud.

PRESCRIPTIONS
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHfONETTE
Free Delivery
7 A. M. to 8 P. M.

There shall be no resting on past laurels at-

DIAL 623-4244

tained. The Progress will strive not only to live up
SUNOCO SERVICE STATION
"STOP AT SUNOCO — GO WITH CONFIDENCE"
E. Main Street
WASHING

—

OIL

—

LUBRICATION

Kelly Springfield Tires

h

MOTOR TUNE-UP

-

BRAKE SERVICE

£
SPECIAL!
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

*

EVERY
WED. — FRI. — SAT.
Vi -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries & Slaw

79c
39c
SWEET SHOP
.m.nr—^_—=.

Corduroy Is Sweeping the Country!
This is the suit that's taking the young crowd
by storm! Handsomely tailored by H«US in
100 % Cotton Corduroy of a toft, volvtty tantura. Univarsity-styled jacket hat natural shoulders, 3-button front, 3 patch pockets, unusual
scored buttons and a print lining with handkerchief to match. The corduroy vast reverses to
match the print lining. Trousers are slim,
tapered Post Grads with traditional bait loops
and cuffs. Most dutiful, beautiful suit HeUS
has ever made!

Sizes 36 to 42 $24.98

S-risfo'r on Guo'cntee I or

to its rating as one of the leading collegiate weeklies in the nation, but will seek further improvement
so that we can grow as Eastern grows.

•
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Hospital Site The Peace Corps

KUNKELS Service Station

iI

Needs Athletes

1210 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS
GOING SKYWARD . . . The first of four towering dormitories to be constructed this year at Eastern
is rapidly beginning to take form. The first four of the six stories of McGregor Hall, ruge airconditioned dormitory for 446 women, are above ground. The $1,799,000 structure, located at the
northeast end of Hanger Stadium, Is set for completion in March. Other "skyscraper" dorms to be
erected this year at Eastern include two 12-story facilities for men, "The Towers," and an 11-story
women's dormitory. Other dormitories currently under construction Include Martin Hall, which will be
completed next week, in time-for the opening of the fall semester, and Earle Combs Hall, scheduled to
be completed next February. All dormitories under construction, except Martin Hall, will be completely
air-conditioned. Martin Hall will contain an air-conditioned cafeteria, and accommodations for 404
men. Eastern expects an all-time record enrollment when registration begins Sept. 8.

— FOR RENT —
Formal Clothes for All Occasions
(WEDDINGS OUR SPECIALTY)

STAFFER'S MEN'S WEAR

Adult Education
Begins Again

MAIN AT MADISON
/

An adult education program, begun last year, is again beng offered here this fall.
Presdent Martin announced that
52 courses totaling 141 semester
hours will be the curriculum.
He expects responses to the program to again be good. The President said that he was greatly
pleased with the success of the
program in its first full year of
operation last year. This type of
program had been needed by the
area served by Eastern for some
time, he commented.
Classes will be held on Saturday morning and in the evening.
The program is designed for the
adult student who wants to learn
without enrolling as a full-tme student. Many of the courses were
added especially for the new program, while others were originally
scheduled for these times that are
convenient to the part-time student.
Registration Begins
Registration for this program
began last Saturday from 8 a.m.
until noon In the Weaver Health
Building. Students may enroll for
these classes through September
24. Weekday registration is being
held from 6-9 p.m., Mondays
through Fridays In the Coatee Ad.
ministration Building. All Saturday
registration wilt be held In the
Weaver Building.
Tuition for the courses will be
the same that is In force with fulltime" students. Cost per semester
hour for undergraduate students
Is $6 while graduate students will
pay $7 per semester hour.
All the courses listed in the program may be taken without credit, if desired, Dean W. J. Moore,
said.
Included in the curriculum are
courses In art, biology, commerce,
education, English, geography,
geology, health, history, home economics, industrial arts, mathematics, music, political science,
psychology and sociology.

Golden Rule Cafe
Homecooking
You Are Always Welcome
South First Street
FREE ENGRAVING AT

KESSLER'S
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING

Richmond's Only Cut Rate Jewelry
Nam* Brands—Less Than Regular Price!
Next To Begley's Drug

Phone 423-1292

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

623-1400

Book Exchange
Now In Affect
The Student Book Exchange,
located In the basement of the
Student Union Building, Is being run by the Student Council.
It will be open from eight a.m.
to six p.m. through next Wednesday.
The purpose is to provide students both a place to sell and
buy books at reasonable prices.
The Book Exchange is being
run In the same manner It was
second semester of last year. A
student who wishes to sell a book
should go to the Exchange and
write the course number of his
book, hte name and address on a
provided card. Then a students
who desires to buy a used book
will also go to the Exchange and
tell the Student Council member
In charge the number of the course
he is taking.
The student will be given a card
listing the course and the student's name. The student will then
find the person listed on the card.
In this way, all the dealings will
take place between the two students.

24 Hr. Service

Read The News First
^

-IN

The Eastern Progress

(Continued from Page One)
money under the provisions of the
Hill-Burton Act To date, 1804,The Peace Corps Is looking for
159.17 has been raised, according boxers, wrestlers and Judo experts.
to Col., Alden <>. Hatch, adminIt also wants swimmers, basketistrator of the P. A. C.
ball players and track and field
Col. Hatch said that 36.2 per athletes.
cent of the pledges has been paid,
In all, the Peace Corps Is seekto this point The camps'sn headabout 50 athletes, both men
qquqarters will continue to remain ing
women who have participated
open In the Patie A. Clay for more and
in
college
sports, for projects in
pledges necessary to raise the re- Morocco, Senegal
and the Ivory
quired funds.
Coast.
The new hospital will contain
The athletes, who need not be
from B0 to 75 private room.-, with
a supporting area for 150 beds. college graduates, have been inIncluded will be these modern vited by newly independent Afrifacilities: a large pediatrics de- can nations to coach and assist in
partment, a new emergency de- the training of regional and napartment, improved laboratory fa- tional teams.
The Aincan governments are
cilities, a physical therapy department, new surgery suite, new keenly Interested in sponsoring and
obstetrical suite, improved ra- fostering the tremendous interest
diology department a diagnostic in sports in their countries.
Government officials look upon
and treatment area, physiotherapy
facilities, enlarged interest as a way of using the compharmacy, expanded lundry de- mon bond of widespread sports inpartment, adequate business office, terest to unify peoples accustomed
plped-ln oxygen and suction, Im- to living in decentralised and triproved facilities throughout the bal nations and to Identify them
hospital for more efficient nursing strongly as participants In the
care, a chapel and meditation single endeavor of bulldng naroom, new dining room and snack tions. Additionally, they feel that
bar, and new food service provi- sports can be one of the most effective ways of working with the
sions for more efficient handling nations'
youth
. ..-A ■ ■**■ ,
of patients' food.
Training for those selected will
Tne present P. A. C. contains begin
about mid-October in an
65 beds and. at times accupancy Amercan university. Applicants
has exceeded 95 oer cent. This to should therefore submit applicaextremely critical, Col. Hatch ex- tions immediately and notify their
plained, because the recommended references to respond to questions
safe occupancy by the American as soon as they are contacted.
Hospital Association Is (6 per cent.
The Peace Corps Is drawing on
The P. A. C. will be con.-erted Im- the experience and knowledge of
to a long-term convalescent hos- leading sports organizations and
pital.
associations In devising and adminThe site has received enthusias- istering the training program.
tic approval from the State Health
Department, Col. Hatch said. He
waid that the next step will be the
selection of an architect by the
Hospital Board.

INTERNATIONAL SETTING AT EASTERN . . . Miss Marianthi
Coroneou, right, foreign student from Greece, welcomes Miss Heasun Kim, student from Seoul, Korea, to Eastern's campus. Both
girls are graduate students, and they are following the curriculum
that leads to a degree in secondary education.

Eastern Campus Acquires
A# International Setting
Ever hear "My Old Kentucky versity, where she received an A3.
Home" sung In* Korean?
degree In music.
An Eastern Kentucky State ColBut. Miss Kim's views of Eastlege graduate student from Seoul, ern and Kentucky are not solely
Korea, may oblige you, If you're her own, tney are typical of other
interested. She should be an expert because It was "My Old Ken- international students who have
tucky Home," as taught in the been accepted at Eastrn this year.
schools in Korea, combined with Twelve foreign students are schedthe colorful pictures painted of uled to be enrolled the fall semesKentucky In history books, that ter.
Heasun said that as she came
Influenced her to attend a Kentucky college.
across the Kentucky state line last
And, her undergraduate major Sunday, she expected Kentucky to.
vps music-, which should make her be Just a bit different from the
rest of the United States. Howeven more qualified.
"In my country," the 22-year- ever, to her surprise, she said,
old Korean said, "we are taught "Kentucklans were like the rest of
'My Old Kentucky Home' and we their fellow-Americans—all very
study the colorful history of this friendly."
After studying In the United.
beautiful state." Many of her
friends have attended Eastern and States for two years, she plans
to
return to Korea: to teach.
they "sold" her on this liberal arts
college located In the Blue Grass
Other international students atnear the Cumberland Mountain tending Eastern this fall will be:
foothills.
Yasumasa Matsumato, Japan;
"Such a campus provides a good Sang II Shin. Korea; Ichiro Igaratmosphere in which to study," she shi, Japan; Chen Wen-leang,
said. And certainly Heasun will China; Dominador Garen, Philipfind a more peaceful climate with pines; Hoon Mob Chung, Korea;
Eastern's enrollment of nearly Nobuaki Baba, Japan; Belgin
5,000 expected to register this fall, Danesman, Turkey; Marianthi
compared to the 30,000 students Coroneou, Greece; Ayako Masuda,
enrolled at the Seoul National Uni- Japan, and Maureen Loo, China.

(Continued from Page One)
between $17,000 and (18,000, and
the steel probably would add another $4,000 to the cost of each
main arch, he said.
No defects were found in the
workmanship of the beams or in
any other materials that were
placed in the coliseum.
Every effort to resubmlt a schedule and complete the coliseum by
the February deadline will be
made, officials agreed.
No monetary estimate concerning total loss will be made until
further investigation can be made.
Ray Splller, of Pickens-Bond, said
that an estimate of time lost would
not be available for several days.
Damaged were a concrete mix
truck, a 25-ton boom crane, and
a section of bleacher seats. The
giant concrete buttresses, to which
the beams were fastened, were not
damaged.
At first the two injured men were
both considered in critical condition, but President Martin reported that both are doing satisfactorily now.
Jim Hisle, 47, Richmond, Route
1, was the more seriously injured
of the two with a crushed chest,
lacerated lung, compound thigh
fracture and internal Injury.
Bill Burdette, 85, Berea, received
a broken back and was only in
critical condition for one day.
The arch Is being refabricated
and will soon be here according to
Joe Van Dyke of Unit Structures.

EASTERN DRIVE-IN
S Miles North on Lexington Rd.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 22
DOUBLE FEATURE!
Audie Murphy & Bary Sullivan

la

"7 WATO FROM SUNDOWN"
Plus
Maria Schell A Cliff Robertson
In
"AS THE SEA RAGES"

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GLYNDON HOTEL

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS
Richmond, Ky.

Best Wishes

—and—

For The New
School Year!

Support Its Advertisers

i

i

MAIN STREET
OVER JETT
AND HALL
MEN'S STORE.
PHONE 623-1930

MARTIN HALL ... is the newest and most elaborate of Eastern's new dormitory now in use, housing
404 men students. It Is enclosed by a patio, where many of Eastern's social events will take place.
It houses a cafeteria In the basement of the east wing and a large recreation room occupies the north
wiag. President Martin believes that It can become the center of social life for all man students.

WELCOME BACK
EASTERN STUDENTS

Luicrs

128 Main St. Phone 623 - 2738
WELCOME!
J

New Students and Old Friends — See Our
Cdrriplere Stock!
PRESCRIPTIONS
J COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
J HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
/GIFTS
y SPORTING GOODS
J HOBBIES
J GAMES
J RECORDS

HINKLE ft
Ph. 623-3218

DRUGS

"Service to the Sick"

Richmond, Ky.

ATTENTION GIRLS!

TO YOU! AN INVITATION FOR A COMPLIMENTARY
DEMONSTRATION AND FREE INSTRUCTION IN
COMPLEXION CARE AND INDIVIDUAL MAKE-UP
AND COLOR CHART

Merle Norman Cosmetic

Studio

Main Street,

Collegiate Weekly

'•*■•■•

"We would
like to make
your acquaintance and
your picture.

INFANTS I x4 PLUS MATERNITY
SPECIALTIES IN FREE GIFT WRAPPING
PHONE SERVICE — 623-4540

Cable Failure

Kentucky's No. One

j

STAMPER'S
STUDIO

KATIES BABY SHOP

It's The Newest

I

BARBARA KINDER

"See Us for your
Drug Needs"

450 Oak Street, Richmond, Ky.
PHONE 623-1509 FOR APPOINTMENT

WELCOME STUDENTS!
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale - Rent - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS — SLIDE RULES —
COMPASSES —"T" SQUARES
FLO-MASTER FELT TIP PENS — INDIA INK
INDEXES — GRAPH PAPER — TYPING PAPER
POSTER BOARD

Richmond Office Equipment
SOUTH THIRD STREET
ESTERBROOK PENS — Choose your own point
PAPERMATE PENS — REFILLS
SCRIPTO PENS — DESK BLOTTERS
ALL NECESSARY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
PHONE 623-4365
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OVC's 1961 Youth Movement
Will Pay Dividends In 1962

19W

Louisville, Gulf South Classic Top
1962-63 Eastern Basketball Card

By Ehvtu Whltaker

Publicity Director Receives

Basketball Writer's Award

Our Famous Brand Suits

Welcome
Back,
Eastern!

moderately priced from 49.95

Topcoats from 39.95
All Weather from 22.95
Sport Coats from $30. Slacks from 9.95

Two Top Buckeye
Netters At Eastern
Two highly ranked Ohio high
school tennis players have decided
to cast their lots with Eastern,
Coach Roy Davidson announced
this week.
Sam Nutty. Coelrain High, in
Cincinnati, and Louie Heil, Springfield- Catholic, enrolled this week.
Considered two of the best high
school netmen In Ohio, they should
fit In well with the college's growing tennis program, Davidson commented.
Nutty Is the son of Mr. antLMrs.
Sam Nutty Sr. Sam, Sr.. incidentally is tennis pro at Losantisvllle
Country Club in Cincinnati. The

youngster was rated the number
one high school netman In Cincinnati.
Hell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louto
Heil, Sr.. was similarly ranked In
Springfield.
After a three-year lay off, tennis was restored to Eastern's intercollegiate athletic program this
year upon completion of six ne#
all-weather courts. The Maroons
posted a 14-3 record and placed
third in the Ohio Valley Conference
matches with a team composed
entirely of sophomores and freshmen.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure On Banking With Us"
2 Convenient Locations— Main St. and Big Hill Ave.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Gene Shop
N. Second St.

Staffer's Mens Wear

Drive In

Next To Sweet Shop
THE FINEST
LADIES' APPAREL

?

MAIN AT MADISON

for the league title until 1963. To remains unchanged. Wllburn Tucker returns at Tennessee Tech,
ber must play every other team Charles M. (Bubber) Murphy at
Middle Tennessee. Nick Denes at
in the league.
However, Austin Peay will test Western Kentucky. Glenn Presnell
at
Eastern Kentucky, Don Shelton
the temperature of the waters by
meeting five OVC elevens this fall, at Murray. Star Wood at East
but results of these games won't Tennessee, and Guy Penny at
figure in the final standings. The Morehead. Art Van Tone remains
Governors, who launched an ex- at Austin Peav.
Continuing rise in tne caliber
tensive rebuilding program last
yea/, welcome back 33 squad mem- of footba'l, as well as the everincreasing enrollments, figures to
bers, including 15 of 17 backs.
Although coaching staffs have make 1962 a "boom year" at the
boen expanded at several member gate, as well as an artistic sucschools, the lineup of head coaches cess.

Dlrectoi, OVC Sports Information qualify for the title race, a mem-

Center. Louisville, Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. --"The Ohio
Valley Conference's 1961 football
Coach Jim Baechtold this sum- see. Middle Tennesse*. and Ten- said that two or three more games
"youth movement" promises to pay
may
be
added
to
the
schedule.
nessee
Tech.
mer announced a il-game baskethandsome dividends in 1962.
ball schedule for his Eastern KenRoad tilts are set with N.I.TReturn of an overwhelming maThe 1962-63 schedule:
tucky Maroons for 1962-63 that champion Dayton. Toledo. Louisjority of last season's brightest
includes a three-game aet at the ville, and the six OVC contingents. Dec. 3—Miami U. of Ohio Home
stars insures the 15-year-old conAv.ay
Oulf-South Classic in Shreveport,
Eastern's mammoth Alumni Dec. 8—Dayton
ference of Its finest football hour.
L*.
Coliseum, earlier planned to be Dec. 10—Toledo
Away
Solid, Irrefutable evidence supNewcomer* to the Maroons" complete*" by January, in time for Dec. 17—Wittenberg
ports the firmly entrenched conHome
schedule are the University of the majority of the Maroons' home Dec. 27, 28. 29—Gulf South
viction that the 1982 season will
Louisville, for a home and home games, will not be played In due
be the "age of maturity," footballAway
Ciaosic
series. Miami University, to pro- to. the arch tragedy this summer.
wise,
in the OVC. Consider these
(Shreveport. La.)
The coliseum, costing about S2.8
vide opening game opposition, both
factual "exhibits" as proof to that
Away
back after a one year's absence million, will seat 6,500, many in Jan. 2 Louisville
theory:
Away
n«omj with Toledo, and Witten- theater-type chairs, with another Jan. 5— Western Ky
1. No less than nine of the
Away
7-—Murray
berg.
3.500 seats to be added later. Park- Jan.
league's top 10 rushers of 1981
Home j
Nine contests are home encoun- ing space for about 1,300 cars will Jan. 12—East Tenn
return for 1962:
Away j
ters, with the same number slated be available in the huge parking- Jan. 26 -Tenn. Tech
2. Back, too, are eight of the
Away
for the road, and the three-game recreation area in front of the Jan. 29—Morehead
top 10 scorers of 1961, including
int. .H.miMiN COACHING STAFF . . . Guiding the Eastern footHome
tournament at neutral Shreveport. building. Entrance will be off a Feb. 2—Middle Tenn
the top seven point-makers of last
Home
ball squad this fall will be the above six men. From left to right,
The Maroons were one point shy. new four-lane highway, running Feb. 9—Murray
fall;
Home
of the Classic championship in off a widened Lancaster Avenue. Feb. 18—Tenn. Tech
they are: Don Daly, backfield coach: Don MacDonald. 1961 graduate
3. Graduation took only one of
Away!
1960.
Baechtold, who guided the Ma- Feb. 20—Middle Tenn
the top five In total offense . . .
Home i of Eastern, graduate assistant; Jim Cullivan, former head coach
Home games will include Miami. roons during the stretch half of Feb. 23—Western Ky
three of the first 10 passers . . .
Home' at Murray, line-coach; kneeling, Glenn Presnell, head coach; Norm
Wittenberg, Louisville, and Ohio •last season to a share of the OVC Feb. 26—Morehead
one of the five best pass receivers
Deeb, ex-UK frosh coach, line coach: Frank Hamilton, graduate
Away
Valley Conference foes, Murray, runner-up spot, following the sur- Mar. 2—East Tenn
. . . and none of the conference's
Home
Western, Morehead, East Tennes- prise resignation of Paul McBrayer, Mar. 6—Louisville
of the University of Virginia, working with the ends.
punters;
4. Sophomores and freshmen
swept all nine statistical titles last
fall and all are scheduled to be
back in uniform in 1962;
5. Returning, too, will be 11 of
first two all-conference teams of
1961;
6. Finally, a check of rosters
reveals that graduation took not
more than 20 of last fall's 77
Don Feltner, director of public- supervision and direction, have starters.
Six of 8even stronger
ity and publications at Eastern, both received national honors this
year.
Six of seven teams figure to be
was cited this summer bv the
stronger than last year. Only team
United States Basketball Writers
Top Honors
to be hit hard by graduation was
Association for excellence in workThe Eaatern Progress, weekly Tennessee Tech, which has won
ing conditions and press services. student newspaper, was given a
the conference title outright the
Meeting in Chicago, the group first place awanI"~Uy"- Columbia last two years and remains uncited 22 college and university pub- University's Scholastic Press As- beaten in its last 22 OVC tests.
lic relations men in the nation sociation, and this summer, the NaGraduation losses were as folThree were from Kentucky—the tional School Yearbook Association, lows :
WELL-MANNERED CLOTHES FROM THE WORLD'S BEST MAKERS
of the University of Missouri, rate."'
most named for any one state.
Tennessee Tech 10 (Including 10
Also named were Ken Kuhn, of the Milestone, the college year- linemen); Middle Tennessee 8:
A suit of clothes lasts a long time. Why not get a
the University of Kentucky, and book, among the top ten per cent Murray 10; Western Kentucky 7:
good one ... one that will present you at your best
Les Witoon, of the University of in t.ie nm.uii among all colleges East Tennessee 5; Morehead 4. and
and universities.
Louisville.
Eastern Kentucky 3.
for whatever occasion you are called on to meet.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. FeliHere's how the teams finished
A native of H»zard. Feltner h.ii
A man can't wear clothes too good to make his
ne?,
620
Turner
Avenue,
Hazard,
in 1961 league play (with wonserved as publicity chief at East
ern since 195B. He served as snorts he received both the B.S. and M.A. lost records in parenthesis):
living in. These are fast moving times ...
Tennessee Tech (8-0); Middle
publicist at Eastern from 1862-56. degrees from Eastern. He also is
every day is a mission in itself.
In 1960, he was named head of the a graduate of the AAA and Guide i Tennessee (5-11; Western KenMissle
School,
Ft.
Bliss.
Texas,
tucky
(4-2); Eastern Kentucky
At Stanif»r's Men's Wear you don't have to comoromise
college publications as well. In
this cnnxcUv. Rastern's two o'fi- and later served as Public Infor- (3-3); Murray (2-4); East Tenwith either good quality, good taste or qood fit
Cial student publications, under his mation Officer for the Savannah nessee (1-5). and Morehead (0-8).
River Defense Area, in the U.S.
Here's how the coaches pick the
... you get all three.
Army. He presently Is a captain In clubs to finish this fall:
the Kentucky Army National
■
1. Middle Tennessee; 2. TennesGuard, serving as adjutant for the see Tech; 3. Western Kentucky;
Fifth Taiget Acquisition Battalion, 4. Eastern Kentucky; 5. Murray:
Lexington.
6. East Tennessee, and 7. MoreAn all-state footballer at Hazard, head.
Austin Peay, admitted this
Feltner earned four varsity letters In baseball at Eastern and the 22 men who were voted to the
holds the only no-hlt, no-run In spring as the OVCs eighth memEastern history. He was assistant ber, was unable to schedule all
baseball coach for three years at seven loop rivals this fall and
consequently won't be competing
■astern.

We go to
extremes...
to avoid extremes

HOME OF

WELCOME STUDENTS!

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

Physical Education to
Eastern Students

NORTH AMERICA'S HOSPITALITY DISH

Bus Service Provided by Maroon Lanes

•

Intramural Leagues

*

Automatic Pin Setters

*

Modern Equipment

*

Restaurant

*

Pro Shop

featuring
CARRY OUT SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONING
-

FREE PARKING

FAST SERVICE

The Best Food and Fastest Service

• 20 Brunswick Lanes

EXTENDS A HARDY
JOIN THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT AT

Maroon Lanes
OPEN BOWLING - DAYS. NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS.
PHONE 423-4236

A

DON MILLS. MANAGER

J

N^

U. S. 25. RICHMOND, KY.

WELCOME BACK TO EASTERN
STUDENTS and FACULTY
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STORES
STO

INCORPORATED

FORMERLY BOB'S MEN'S SHOP

Unmistakable Sportswear for Sportsmen styling in
bold, brash stripes. You'll like the higher rising
six button front, the generous comfort cut and

quality workmanship which has made Jantzen
synonymous with fine sweaters. Four color
striped Canadiens cardigan. S-M-L-XL $14.95.
■ *in17|1 II sportswear for sportsmen

Local Civil War Centennial
Set For October 3, 4, and 5
The Battle of Richmond, where written the script and will stage
the Confederates gained their most and direct the pageant. Townspeople and Eastern -students will
decisive victory on Kentucky soil largely make up the cast.
100 years ago, will be commemorA group of Madison County leadated Oct. 3, 4, and5 as historic ers have formed a Madison County
Madison County observes the Civil Cvil War Centennial Commission,
War Centennial.
which has been active for several
A big street parade on Oct. 3 months in planning the observance.
will kck off the activities and a Keen Johnson, of Richmond, formcast of over 100 persons will pre- er governor of Kentucky, Is chairsent an original pageant, which man of the group. The Chamber
has been entitled, "Echoes of the of Commerce and other civic
Past." The pageant, consisting of grotps in Richmond and Berea are
seven colorful episodes depicting taking active parts in the preparthe period from Daniel Boone ations for the three-day event.
through the Civil War era, will be
A Madison County Homecoming,
held nightly at Eastern's Hanger concurrent with the commemoraStadium at 8 p.m.
tion activities, is expected to bring
Eben Henson, director of the back hundreds of former residents
Pioneer Playhouse, Danville, has now living in other states.

Seven More Faculty Members
At Eastern Laboratory School

J
t -

The addition of seven members to
the Model Laboratory School was
made this summer. The groupj began its duties the first of this
month.
The group includes four elementary supervising teachers and
three secondary teachers.
Joining the elementary school
staff as instructors of elementary
education and supervising teachers are Mrs. Cacas Flesher, sixth
grade; Mrs. Katherine Marcum,
second grade; Imogene Ramsey,
fifth grade, and Margie Carol
Rice, third grade.
Mrs. Flesher, a native of Annville, attended Annville Institute.
She received a B. S. degree from
Eastern and has done additional
graduate work at George Peabody
College for Teachers and at the
University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Marcum received both a
B. S. and M. S. degree from Miami University. She has taught in
Whitley City and Hamilton, Ohio.
Miss Ramsey joins the laboratory school staff after six years
of experience in Wayne County.
She received both a B. S. and an

Participating in the street parade will be several high school
inarching bands, in addition to
Eastern's Marching Maroons." the
famous Berea Country Folk Dancers, which recently toured South
America on a State Departmentsponsored trip, a 80-member Madison County Riding Club, the Ft.
Knox Blue and Grey diill teams,
Eastern's Pershing Rifles, Richmond Boy Scout Troop 202, and
many floats.
27 Units Scheduled
Col. C. A. Cozart, commanding
officer of the Blue Grass Ordnance
Depot, and chairman of the parade, said that 27 marching units
are presently scheduled to be in
the parade, but more probably
would be added.
Plans are being made to decorate the city with patriotic colors
and bunting. Costuming will be
original, said Mrs. Ray Salyer,
chairman of that committee, as
several original uniforms, actually
worn in the' Civil War era, have
been located.
The pageant is being financed
in a unique manner. Local merchants have signed a total of 86
agreements, each pledging to pay
proportionate shares of any deficit
that might be Incurred up to a limit of $100 each. With this as collateral, it was possible to borrow
up to $5,500 to meet expenses.
Tickets are presently being sold
by a ticket committee, headed by
Bill Adams, Richmond.
Essay contests are being sponsored in all Madison County
schools. Winners within each
school of the two divisions, grades
7-8 and 9-12, will be awarded appropriate certificates and free
tickets to the pageant.
Although the Battie of Rchmond
was fought August 30, 1862, the
observance was postponed from the
actual centennial date to October
because Eastern students, who will
have important roles, were not in
school until the middle of September.

M. A. degree at Eastern.
Joining the staff after teaching
six years in the Taylor County
School system is Miss Rice. She
also received a B. S. and an M. A.
from Eastern.
Newly appointed members of
the secondary staff include Shirley ;
Kearns, Ruth Ann McCann and
Flora M. Alexander.
Kearns received both an A. B.
and M. A. degree at Eastern. He
will join the staff as instructor of
physical education and coach. He
has taught and coached at Carrollton High School.
Miss McCann, a native of Richmond, joins the staff as instructor
of commerce. She received a B. S.
degree from Eastern and has done
additional work oir an M. A. at
Eastern.
Joining the staff as assistant
professor of English and social
studies is Miss Alexander. She received a B. S. degree from Weatern State College and an M. A.
from Columbia University. She
has done additional graduate work
ATTENTION
at University of Louisville, Appalachian State Teachers College
' Any boy who has ever played
and Union College.
Ugh school, or competitive tennis of any kind, please meet
with Coach Roy Davidson on the
tennis courts Monday at 4:00
n.m.

TASTEE - FREEZ
DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
144 BIG HILL AVE.

Sandwiches
Ice Cream
Short Orders

O & L's Value Days
STORE OPEN DAILY 9:P0 to 5:00. SATURDAY 9:00 to 8:00
BRIGHTEST SPOT ON MAIN STREET!
225 WEST MAIN STREET. RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

CHILDREN'S

CORDUROY
BOXER
LONG.ES

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
Back to school. Each dress hand picked. Beautiful new
styles, new colors. Great selection. Sizes 1 to 14.
$

$'

BOYS'

LADIES'

Reg. S7.98.

5.37

$!

MEN'S
SWEAT
SHIRTS

FLANNEL
SHIRTS

Sweaters
100% wool. Shetland type
Cardigan. Sizes 34 to 40.
All new fall colors.

$

Sizes 8 to 16
Beautiful New Patterns
Comp. Val. Si .OH

J

1.27

Ladies' Corduroy Capri Pants
Solids, Checks, and Printed Colors, t
Largest selection in town.

PURKEYS
FOOD
MARKET

Tremendous Savings.
Sizes 10 to 18

OPEN DAILY TIL

RIVERS SHOE SHOP

10

P.

South 2nd Street
"On Your Way to Town"

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices
Main St., across from Courthouse

PREWITT'S BARBER SHOP
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

Specialize in Flat Tops
Open 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.—Mon., Tiies., Thursday
Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. - ft P.M. Fri. and Sat.

Madison National Bank
Richmond, Ky.
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
LET US MAKE YOUR

BIRTHDAY CAKE!
PRICES START AT $1.29
Please call and place your order at least a day in
advance.

RICHMOND BAKERY
262 E. Main St.

Phone 623-5470

1

__;

